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ADJOURNMENT

The convention was called to order
p. m. by President Charles
A. Spiess.
Rev. Julius Hartman, the chaplain,
led in prayer.
The reading of the minutes was dispensed with.
Petition No. 1, by F. W. Parker, by
request, submitted by the union railroaders, asking for the enactment of
the Oregon plan of the initiative and
referendum, an employes' liability act
and railroad commission, two members of which, at least, should have
had five years' active experience as

Game Warden Thomas P. Gable has
Socorro
returned from Magdalena,
county, where he investigated complaints that the Indians are butchering game. Mounted Policeman J. B.
Rusk and a posse of three determined
men has been sent Into the Datil
mountains to round up a band of
Pueblos who are butchering
game in that section. A band of
and another of Apaches, are
also believed to be there or in the
Mogollons. Last year, a bunch of ten
Indians in twelve days brought out
118 skins and local settlers complain
bitterly that the Indians are literally
butchering the game. .'
Territorial Funds.
Teritorial Treasurer M. A. Otero today received from Warden Cleofes Ro
mero of the territorial penitentiary
$214, convicts' earnings; from Game
Warden Thomas P. Gable $1.25.
a

s

railroaders.
President Spiess wondered w hether
this would exclude railroad attorneys.
Petition No. 2, by P. W. Parker, by
request, a petition of the citizens of
Tolar, asking that justices of the
peace and constables be elected on the
second Monday in January of every
second year, each justice of the peace
School Fund is Growing.
also to be collector of taxes and to
Superintendent of Public Instruc
have jurisdiction of cases up to $500.
Petition No. 3 by A. A. Gallegos tion James E. Clark finds to his dethat the fund to be apportioned
asking the privilege of the ballot for light
on November 1, among the school diswomen at school elections.
Resolution No. 20 by G. A. Richard- tricts on the basis of the 1910 school
to census, is growing and now has reachson, providing for adjournment
ed the sum of $40,000, which will
Tuesday morning at 10 o'clock, when
the convention is to go into commit- enable him to apportion between 30
tee of the whole to take, up considera- and 40 cents per capita.
tion of committee reports, beginning
Ntoary Public Appointed.
with that of the committee on PreGovernor Mills
today appointed
The resolu- John H. Boyd of Carrizozo, Lincoln
amble and Boundaries.
tion was adopted by a vote of 46 to county, a notary public.
35.

Poenix, Ariz., Let. 24. The third
week of the constitutional convention
opened with the introduction of seven
propositions, swelling the total to
ninety. Early adjournment was taken
until tomorrow but numerous committees were in session most of the day.
one of
The following proposition,
the most drastic ever Introduced in
a
body for the government of corporations, was presented
in the constitutional convention by
Mr. Ellinwood of Cochise:
"Section 1. Corporations may be
formed under general daws, but corporations organized under the laws
of this state, which shall be in proportion to t he amount of capital
stock; but strictly benevolent, educational or religious corporations shall
not be required to pay such tax.
"Section 2. All existing charters,
under which a bona fide organization
shall not have taken place and business commenced in good faith within
twelve months from the time of the
approval of this constitution, shall
thereafter have no validity.
"Section 3 The legislature shall
not remit the forfeiture of the charter of any corporation now existing,
or alter or amend the same, nor pass
any general or special law for the
benefit of such corporation,
other
than in execution of a trust created
by law or by contract, except upon
condition that such corporation shall
thereafter hold its charter subject to
the provisions of this constitution.
"Section 4. The legislature shall
not pass any laws permitting the leasing or alienation of any franchise, so
as to relieve the franchise or property held under the liabilities of the
lessor or grantor, lessee or grantee,
contracted or incurred in the operation, use or enjoyment of such franchise, or any of its privileges.
"Section 6. No corporation shall
engage in any business other than
g
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To devise

a way to make Indians

of tin's part of

i

the country attend

some school, government or private,
and thus get that education which will
make them first of all good Indians
that is the mission of E. P. Holcomb,
of the department of the interior and
who arrived yesterday from Washing
ton. Mr. Holcomb is a high official of
the bureau of Indian affairs and he is
recognized as an authority on the
needs of the Indian of the west.
Mr. Holcomb has been in Santa Fe
city.- He transacts his business with
rapidity, however, and soon be will be
on his way home. He had a conference this morning with Francis C. Wilson, I". S. attorney for the Pueblo
Indians and this afternoon he will
have an important interview with
Clinton J. Crandall, superintendent of
the U. S. Indian Industrial school.
Although he does not say much
about the nature of his work, Mr. Holcomb gave a short interview to the
representative of the New Mexican.
He admitted that an effort is being
made in the direction
of procuring
compulsory education for the red man.
"it is desired to make him attend
some school, get some education,"
said Mr. Holcomb. "We believe that
the Indian needs education Just as
other people need It; we want to see
him get It and If he does not attend
our Indian schools we would like to
see him attend some school."
Mr. Holcomb la one of those high
officials in Indian affairs like Francis
C. Leupp, formerly head of the Indian bureau who does not believe that
educating the Indian, and making a
good U. S. citizen of him can be enby immediately
tirely accomplished
depriving the red man of his blanket
full of colors of barbaric splendor,
shaving off his long hair and making
him wear shoes with a high heel on
them. He believes that the efforts of
the department should be put forth to
make the Indian first of all a good,
Indian, and to do this he
must get education. It is cheaper and
better for Uncle Sam to make good
citizens of his wards than to fight them
and if the Indian can be Brought to
realize that he has to go to school like
any Tom, Dick or Harry, or Jimmy
and get his three R's down pat, a long
stride toward making good Americans
out of good Indians will have been
g

taken.
ITALIAN DOWAGER QUEEN
SCORNS ELKINS MILLIONS.
Rome, Oct. 24. "The daughter of
an American coal merchant could aspire to no position at our court, and
would only expose herself and us to
scorn and difficulties."
It was In these words that Dowager
Qusen Margfiarlta of Italy voiced her
absolute and unconquerable opposition to the marriage of the Duke of
Abruzzi to Miss Katherlne Elklns.
This information comes from a high
person connected with the court.
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Exposed to Bands of Roving But They Must Get Their "'Read- Wolves and Other Wild
in', 'Ritin' and 'Rith-a- :

New York, Oct. 24. The gravest
fears are expected today for the safety of Allen It. Hawley and Augustus
Post who started from St. Louis a
I
week ago today in the balloon America II, in the international balloon
j
;
race and thought to be lost In the
wilds of Quebec, far from civilization.
"I "."
HON. FRANCIS E. WOOD
Edmond Stratton, an Intimate friend
Delegate From Albuquerque, Bernalillo County, Who "Inaurged" From the of Mr. Hawley, left for Quebec
today
Demochratic Into the Republican Party When Bryan Was Frist
and will direct the search for the
Nominated.
missing ballonists. If the America
has escaped the dangers of descending
on any of the inland lakes, the areo-nauHon. Francis E. Wood, who repre- of the six selected from several hunstill face serious hardships of
sents the younger legal element in the dred graduates to take part in the forcing the?r way through the pathless forests of the now' freezing north
constitutional convention, is a resi- final debate.
rove bands of wolves
dent of Albuquerque, Bernalillo counMr. Wood studied law at Cornell through which
and other wild animals.
ty, and is one of the able speakers under Chas. E. Hughes who has been
Last Seen in Michigan.
who is taking an active part in consti- recently appointed associate justice
St. Louis, Oct. 21 The balloon
of the supreme court of the United America II, last 6een over Thompson-viile- ,
tution making.
Michigan, last Tuesday afterMr. Wood is a native of Steuben States and who was then a professor
at Cornell.
noon, was headed north, according to
county, New York, where he was born
Admitted to the New York bar in a message received this morning by
in 1870. His father was French and
1S95
Mr. Wood practiced law for five the Aero Club. It is the belief of the
his mother Irish and his ancestors
were pioneers in developing the great years in Buffalo and then moved to club officers that the America may
in Georgia
Corning, N. Y. There he continued to have landed somewhere
Empire state.
in his profession and was chosen bay and this point will be searched
rise
Mr. Wood spent his early years
city attorney In 1904. But the poor first by Lewis Soindler, who has been
working on his father's farm and at- health of his wife induced Mr. Wood sent, to Canada by the club to make
tended a public school. At the age to
the search. This section Is the wildseek the Sunshine state and Its
of eighteen he entered an academy at
It was In 1907 he est kind of a wilderness, and the
climate.
Bath, N. Y., and was graduated there and Mrs. Wood moved to the Duke aeronauts will have great difficulty in
back to civilization.
in 1890 as president of the class. At
City and formed a partnership with O. getting
that time he taught a district school N.
Marron, of Albuquerque, the firm Trappers Looking for Lost Balloonists
during the winter, earning means to being Marron and Wood.
St. Louis, Oct. 24. The Hudson
keep up with his classes and he had
Mr. Wood, like many New Yorkers, Bay Company has telegraphed that
to study in after hours to learn his was an
ardent Democrat in his young- all its trappers at its outposts are adlessons. In 1S90 he won a free compe- er
baldays and was president of the Dem- vised to look out for the missing
tition scholarship in Cornell Univer- ocratic Club of
loonists.
Cornell, during the
sity, awarded to Steuben county and Cleveland campaign of 1S92. He was
Mr. Wood entered Cornell in the fall
president of the class. Mr. BARBED WIRE TO
of that year in the class of 1S94. Mr.
BE THE SEPARATOR.
Wood, however, left the Democratic
Wood remained away from the uniparty upon the nomination of W. J.
versity one year, accepting the posi- Bryan in 1896 and has since been a
Fence Will Be Built on Border of
tion of principal of a village school to stalwart
Republican,
Mexico and United States to
procure enough money to complete
Mr. Wood is a fluent and aggressive
Keep Cattle In.
his university course.
speaker, a man of intellect and polishReturning to Cornell in 1S92, he was ed manner and as a lawyer he has
El Paso, Texus, Oct 24. The erecgraduated with his class In 1894 and proved a credit to his distinguished tion of
a fence along the border of
one
distinction
of
the
enjoyed
being
teacher, Charles Evans Hughes.
Mexico and the United States seems
assured.
Surveyors now in the field,
are said to be running lines for the
construction of a barb wire fence.
FROZE TO DEATH
This will serve principally to keep the
GOLF COAST
cattle of each country from wander
ing over the line rather than to be
a means of stopping smuggling, as
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GOOD

i
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New Mexico Looks Good to it.
The American Bonding Company, of
Baltimore, Md., has today applied for
admission to transact business in New
Mexico.
Will Inspect Ordnance.
Adjutant General A. S. Brookes was
notified today by the war department
that Lieutenant C. H. Clark of the U.
S. arsenal, at San Antonio, Texas, had
been detailed to inspect the battery at
Roswell of the National Guard, and
will be there on November 9 and 10.
Ke will inspect the ordnance of the
battery to see how it is being taken that expressly authorized In its
care of, and what additions and imcharter, or the law under which it
provements it may need. may have been or may hereafter be
nor shall it hold for a
organized;
DESTRUCTION BY FOREST
longer period than five years any real
WAS
VAST.
FIRES
estate except such as may be necessary for carrying on its business.
In Idaho and Montana Alone Fifteen
"Section 6. No corporation organMillion Dollars of Timber
ized outside the limits of this state
DANGER
Were Destroyed.
shall be allowed to transact business
within this state on more favorable
Washington, Oct. 24. Six billion conditions than are prescribed by law
boai'd feet of lumber valued at fifteen to similar
corporations organized un- Mystery Surrounds Death of If There Is Any Fighting It
are."
million dollars were destroyed in re- der the laws of this state; and no forthe
Manuel Pacheco Found
Will Be Near Panama
Upon motion of Solomon Luna
cent forest fires in the national forbe permitted
convention adjourned to Tuesday fore- ests of Montana and northern Idaho. eign corporation shall
in
Creek
Canal
to
within
transact
state
business
this
noon at 10 a. m.
The total area burned over in this unless said
Is
corporation
foreign
one district is one million and a quarby the laws of the country, state, or
WARM PRAISE FOR
ter acres.
territory, under which' It is formed, FOUR BOYS ARE ARRESTED SO SSTS SECRETARY MEYERS
CITY OF TUCUMCARI.
permitted to transact a like business
STEAMER THOUGHT LOST
Judge McFie Say It's a Hustling
SAILS INTO PORT. in the county, state or territory of its District
Attorney Refuses Re- - New Orleans Not to Be Big
creation.
Burg Filled With Useful
Citizens.
"Section 7. No corporation shall isTo Let Them Out
Naval Base It Had
quest
New Orleans, Oct. 24. The NorJudge John R. McFie returned last wegian steamer Bluefield, which was sue stock except for money, labor
Bond.
on
HoDed For.
night from Tucumcari where he had believed to have been lost in a re- done, or property actually received to
a very pleasant and busy MBit. Speak- cent hurricane arrived this afternoon. the amount of the par value thereof,
Did Manuel Pacheco, who had been
New Orleans, Oct. 24. The moveand all fictitious increase of stock seen
ing of his trip there the judge said
drinking Thursday night at a sa- ment for a big naval base at New Ortoday: "This was my first visit to
or indebtedness shall be void; and the
loon at Chamisal, and whose body was leans was discouraged today by Secand I found a hustling bustlegislature shall prescribe the neces- found frozen in a creek a few hours
of the Navy Meyers, who is on
ling little city, with a large number
sary regulations to prevent the issue f.fterward, with marks on the head aretary
tour of inspection.
"If there ever
of substantial looking brick and stone
of fictitious stock or indebtedness.
business
suggesting a desperate struggle, meet is to be any fighting it will not be
buildings, and
indebtedness
stock
bonded
of
The
and
nis death from blows on the head dur-i- r Ion the Gulf of Mexico," said Myers,
men. It is surrounded by a large
corporations shall not be increased g a drunken brawl, or did he lose "but will be at the entrance to the
farming country which has suffered
except in pursuance of general law, his footing and falling into the water, Panama canal. I do not think that
like other parts of the country from
nor without the consent of the per- freeze to death?
the Mississippi valley is in any. par
a dry spell but is still able to hold
That is the question that is' being ticular danger of Invasion." Although
holding the larger amount in valits own.
Confesses to Many Robberies sons
ue of the stock, first obtained at a asked since the finding of his body it is
Tucumcari has a large new hotel
thought that the secretary faIs a
and Intimates
meeting to be held after thirty days' and the arrest of four of his com- vors Guantanamo as a naval base for
under construction or about to be put
Maximilian
notice in pursuance of law.
Sanchez, Meliton the Gulf, strong efforts will be made
panions,
under construction and everywhere
Murderer
"Section 8.- No corporation shall Sanchez, Felix Muniz and Manuel
to have the naval base here retained.
there is a sign ot boom.
Issue preferred stock without the con"As regards court work the grand
s
These boys are said
have taken HORSES STILL VIE WITH
of
jury was In session five days and re- WIFE TELLS STRANGE STORY sent of the owners of
part in a drinking bout with Pacheco
the stock of said corporation.
turned 44 true bills and 22 no true
MOTORS IN DUKE CITY.
Section 9. No domestic or for- and now they are locked, up In jail
bills, making 6 cases in all during
,
Penas-coa five days' session. This is indicative "Kill
eign corporation shall do any busi- without bond at Chamisal near
Bruce Williams Says Horsemen, as
Yourself. If Anythihg Hap-pen- s ness
Taos county, following a hearing
of the class of good business men in
in this state without having
Well as Chauffeurs, Get in The
of
before
the
the
Justice
new
to
district
Shouts
peace.
Tucumcari and that the
Me, He
one or more known places of busiToils for Speeding.
Bias Sanchez, father of the two
attorney, Harry McElroy had the
ness and an authorized agent or
Her.
at
cases well In hand and has made an
The chauffeurs now have the laugh
agents in the state upon whom pro- Sanches youths, and Manuel Muniz,
exceptionally good record."
cess may be served. Suit may be father of Felix Muniz, arrived in San- on horsemen in Albuquerque accord-- !
hav24. After
St.
East
Oct.
Louis,
said
McFie
that
he
ta
to
disposed
ask District Attorney
Fe today
Judge
maintained
a foreign corporaing to Bruce Williams, the well known
of all the business that could, be ing given details of many local rob- tion in the against where an
of B C. Abbott to let the boys out on liveryman who has just returned from
county
agent
and
beries
two
at
murders,
hinting
reached while he was there but that
bond. It is said they made a plea that
such
may be found, or
the Duke City and who was much
as three lawyers were absent to at- Lee Rhodus, who was arrested here ir. thecorporation
the youths had nothing to do with
of
residence
of
the
the
see two tender feet riding
county
cell
has
been
a
by
put in
tend the constitutional convention to yesterday
who is supposed amused to
the
Pacheco
of
death
which they are delegates, certain cas- the police with instructions that no plaintiff, or in the county where the to have been drinking and to have horses led by two coppers who were
es could hot be heard and an adjourn- one is to see him. Rhodus intimated cause of action may arise.
frozen to death as a result of his fall- enforcing the speed law by arresting
of Dr.
"Section 10. In all elections for dithe offenders, horses and horsemen.
ment was reached by agreement until that he knew of
ing into the creek on a cold night.
"But for all that, the sport of ridDecember 12 when court will be re- Michaels, a dentist in Chicago, last rectors or managers of any corporaAbbott however,
District
Attorney
August, and of a Captain Potter of tion,, each shareholder shall have the saw no occasion to set aside the rul- ing horses seems to be very popular
sumed by Judge Wright.
northern Missouri
The Michaels' right to cast as many votes in the
of the justice of the peace and if in the city named after that great
murder proved a mystery to the Chica- aggregate as he shall be entitled to ing
the boys are taken out of jail It will horseman and warrior, the Duke
NINETEEN LIVES LOST IN
He was found dead at al- vote in said company under its char- be
go
The buzz wagons' get
habeas corpus proceedings d'Albuquerque.
STEAMER WRECK. mostpolice.
his dooi Step. Rhodus admits ter, multiplied by the number of di- he through
over the ground and the dust down
said.
he is the man who has been called rectors or managers to be elected at
there with great frequency and great
Coast Wise the "Candy Bandit" because he always
The Regulus Running
such election; and each shareholder FOOTBALL PLAYER
rapidity but there are plenty of horse
From Belle Island to Sidney
took candy from the stores of the
may cast the whole number of votes,
SUCCUMBS TO INJURIES. lovers who raise the dust. Certain it
Goes Ashore.
men he robbed. He "says he expects
for
is the horseshoers have no occasion
St. Johns, N. F., Oct. 24. The to be hanged. Mrs. Rhodus, who mar- either in person or by proxy),
steamer Regulus bound from Belle ried Rhodus last July, says she and one candidate, or distribute such votes Wabash College, Indiana, Therefore for alarm at the loss of a job."
Island to Sidney has been wrecked at her husband were In Chicago in July among two or more candidates, and
Prohibits the Game New Rules
CRIPPEN WILL BE
Shoal Bay, nine miles from this and August She says one night her such directors or managers shall not
Were In Force.
HANGED ON NOVEMBER 8.
point. Nineteen lives were lost.
husband came home, his coat spotted be elcted in any other manner.
"Section 11. The stock of all
with blood. "He told me that he had
St. Louis, Oct. 24. Following
the
be Individually death of
London, Oct. 24. Dr. Hawley Crip-peCONNECTICUT SHOWS INCREASE been Bhot in the shoulder while rob stockholders shall
Ralph Wilson, the right half
convicted of the murder of his
OF ONLY 22.7 PER CENT. bing a drug store." She said. "Later and personally liable for the indebted- back of the Wabash, Indiana, college
he told me he had held up and shot ness of said corporation to the amount eleven, it was announced today that wife. Belle Elmore, will be hanged
Washington, Oct. 24. The popula- a doctor." As Mrs. Rhodus was leav- of the par value of their stock sub- football would be discontinued at Wa- on. November 8. The date originally
tion of the state of Connecticut is ing the police station her husband scribed and unpaid; and the stock- - bash college. Wilson was hurt in a announced was November 15th, but
L114.756, an increase ot 206,336 or called to her: "If anything happens to
trick play such as is encouraged un- today the sheriff advised that the date
me you kill yourself."
22.7 per cent over 1900.
.
der the new rules.would be one week earlier.
(Contlnned on Pact Eight)

Resolution No. 21, by G. A. Richardson, providing for the immediate printing of 2,500 copies of the journal of
the convention. The resolution was
referred to the committee on Ways
and Means.
Solomon Luna announced from the
committee on committees that J. I.
Hinkle had been substituted for E. D.
Patton on the committee on Education.
File No. 13, relating to bribery and
corruption, was on request referred to
the committee on Miscellaneous
The file had been referred
back to the convention by the committee on legislative department. .
On request, file No. 48, relating to
primaries, was referred to the committee on elective franchise.
H. 0- - Bursum announced a meeting
of the Republican caucus immediately after the convention session. J. H.
Crist asked whether the caucus would
be open to the public. Some one replied: "Open to all but Democrats,"
while A. B. Fall said: "Just as open as
the daily caucuses of the Democrats

BEJUCAIED

LOST IN FREEZING WILDERNESS
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jlNOIAfiS MUST

AERONAUTS IN
GRAVE DANGER!
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Resolution Adopted to Go Into School Fund to Be Apportioned Total of Propositions Introduced
Committee of the Whole
Reaches Sum of
Up to the Present Is
Tomorrow Forenoon.
Ninety.
40,000.
at 2:40

MAKERS

IS DRASTIC

BUTCHERS

Petitions Presented for Ini Three Bands Are at Large Committees of Arizona Conin the Datils and
stitutional Convention Get
tiative, Railroad CommisDown to Work Today
sion, Equal Suffrage
Mogollons
REPUBLICAN
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Not on Wetherill Case.
Mr. Holcomb was asked if he had
any statement to make about the investigations made by the department
of the interior In regard to the murder of Richard Wetherill by a Navajo
Indian this summer. .He replied that
it is true the department had made
an Investigation of the conduct of certain officials who have been connected

directly or indirectly with the case,
but that there was nothing to be
made public. Wheji asked about certain statements alleged to have been
made about a unique system of collecting debts originated by "Dick"
Wetherill, the official smiled but
would not discuss the subject.
CHARLES E. LINNEY

OVER

TAKES

A BRIDE.

"Sunshine and Happiness" is Forecast
of Friends of the Ruler of
"Winds and Waves."
Charles E. Unney Js a benedict.
Word has been received here that the
Roosevelt on One Hundred noted weather man has married Miss
Frederica Ahlstran of Chicago and
Mile Automobile Trip in
that the wedding ceremony took place
New York
this morning in Mr. Linney's former
home, the Windy City.
The bride was a friend of Mr. LinWILL WIND UP WITH SPEECH ney's first wife, who died several

ABANDONED

FARMS

Begining t)f His Campaign in
Empire State at Binghamp-to- n
Tonight.
Ithaca, N. Y., Oct. 24. To inspect
the abandoned farms in this section
of the state, former President Roosevelt stopped here today at the beginNew
ning of his campaign through
York state which is to extend to the
end of the week. Colonel Roosevelt
will ride by automobile more than a
hundred miles during the day with
Representative Cooks of Nashua and

Prof. L. H. Bailey of Cornell, who was
president of the Country Life Commission, appointed by President Roosevelt. The trip will end at Blnghainp-towhere Colonel Roosevelt will make
a speech this evening.
Democratic Trust Candidate.
Ithaca, Oct. 24. Before starting on
his trip Colonel Roosevelt addressed
a crowd In front of the hotel, reiterating the charge that John Dlx, the
Democratic candidate for governor,
is a director of a corporation (the
Standard Wall Paper Company) which
was the component part of the
"wall paper trust," characterized in his decision by Judge Lurton
as one of the most oppressive monopolies ever created.
n

years ago.
Mr. Linney was teased about his
wedding being on the tapis when he
left for Chicago a few days ago. To
reporters who broached the subject
Mr. Linney held out a forecast "of a
fortnight's vacation, with fairer weather" when he returned home. But a
slight blush that seamed his countenance suggested that there, would be
a honeymoon after the vacation. Still
Mr. Linney would not own up.
Mr. Linney is not only au courant
of all weather affairs In and around
Santa Fe. He is not only a man to
whom everyone looks for sunshine In
winter and cool breezes in summer.
He Is deeply interested in the prosperity of the city besides that city's
atmosphere. He is an active member
of the Santa Fe Board of Trade, Is
treasurer of the Archaeological Society of New Mexico and Is very prominent in the work of the First Presbyterian church.
CUT AN ARTERY AND
THEN HANGED HIMSELF.
Denver, Colo., Oct. 24. After severing the artery in his right wrist, an
unidentified man dragged himself to
a bedpost In his room In a rooming

house at 1S60 Lawrence street and
hanged himself, using his shirt to suspend his body until he died fror strangulation. He left no letters nor per-- ,
sonal effects that might lead to his

Identification.

'

AGE TWO.
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Oysters Selects

g

Poultry
Fruit
Vegetables
2 boxes 35c.

20c the box.
QUINCES

m

DEATH

OF

Deed of Bravery Which

JELLY

Wuld

Have Earned Victoria Cross
in British Army.

'
i

For Aged People

Old Folks Should Be Careful
in Their Selection of Regulative Medicine

Co.

e

CALL AIB SEE FOE

U8

and

Comfortable
For real comfort, slip into a union suit
of White Cat Underwear.
The softness and coziness will make you feel
tip top. Then there's the convenience
of it, and the time saved in dressing.
No bunching; no division at the waist
line. Or, if you prefer separate garments you can get them also under the
White Cat label. Whether you do
outside or inside work there's a special
weight for you. Winter garments of

wm ITE CAT

I

Underwear
FOR MEN

are made of wool unequalled in softness,

ELF

warmth, comfort and strength. Made big
enough and long enough for comfort after
they come from the wash. They outlast
other makes. Don't buy your underwear
until you have seen the White Cat brand.
The prices will suit you.

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

i

Diamonds.

oxt

ways

It was finally noticed, however, that
about once a minute a bullet would
come through the port-holor strike
very near it. The regularity of these
Plaza, Santa Fe.
Telephone No. 40.
shots and their accuracy convinced
us that some exceptionally fine sharp-- ;
WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
shooter was giving us his attention,
ALL
CASH PURCHASES
WITH
On one of my runs to the blockhouse
to announce the result of a shot, one
of these bullets came in the port-holjust as I entered the gap in the rear,
missing me only an inch or two. Several of those serving at the gun had
memory
had narrow escapes, and everybody Mocks and murmurs softly, "Dreamer,
one of the largest and best stocked
YD
was keeping as much as possible out
come with me."
inland stores In thp
of the danger zone, though a certain
"Lavender, sweet lavender," vender, some flfty mleg rom a raiIn4d a
amount of exposure was unavoidable,
you should call,
goods being hauled
overland by
Partly owing to our defective ammuwith freighters.
packages
perfumed
"Purple,
nition, and partly to a brisk wind blow-- ;
memories for all."
George W. Kutz Dies of Typhoid-Geo- rge
ing across the line of fire, several unLavender, sweet lavender, and tied
W. Kutz, a well known busi
fortunate shots had been made, and
souls are set
nessman of Lumberton,
Rio Arriba
Osgood stooped over the gun to make
on the sight of a correction for wind.
Drifting down the Dream path to county, died last week of typhoid fevv
er at his home. He was aeed 56
the Country of Content.
He had adjusted it satisfactorily,
years and was one of the early
signteu tne piece, ana made the rescents of lavender thro' the tiers of San Juan county, having taken
Decomark, "I think that will do," when all
those near by heard a bullet strike
up a homestead heiovr Bloomfield on
busy street,
him with a sound like a baseball be- Vague, elusive memories,
haunting, the San Juan river in 1879. He later
went to Lumberton and engaged in
ing thrown against a building. The
haunting sweet.
few words just spoken were his last Stealing soft on perfumed wings thro merchandising, lumbering
and coal
on earth. He sank across the trail of
mining.
the moving mass,
the gun, unconscious, and was lifted White and tired faces brighten as
Typhoid at Fort Sumner "The fact
comfrom it by his horror-strickethat two cases of typhoid originating
they pass.
rade and hurried down the hill to
in town are Just across the street,
one of the dressing-stationHe did And the crowded city slowy drifts from each other does not, of
itself,
MANUFACTURER
not recover consciousness,
and in
prove anything; but it offers a sug- away,
nours
was dead, ine bullet had Hushed tne noise and ciamor of the
lour
gestion that if followed up might
JEWEUR
through h,s brain, and he pass-- ;
d
b
gult ,n discovering one 80urce of CQn.
ed from the vigor of early manhood
.
A
, UllC 1UI o flQoHnor Kppnnrt , thev who tamia
x. H.1 J
vine tluuuu illiu
into the long sleep in the fraction of
done away with is a step toward
dream are blest
a second. He could never have known
of lavender and safety. It's up to the health officer in
that he had been hit. A year and a With drowsy dreams
and the neighborhood
rest,
in
country
j particular
quiet
half later, it fell to me to recount the
Lavender, sweet lavender," vender, general." Fort Summner Index.
circumstances of Major Osgood's
you should call.
Grand Commandery Knights Temp.
death to his father, Colonel,. af terward
packages with ,
Officers-T- he
Purple, perfumed
.rran com- Brigadier General Osgood of the Uni- F VERY DESCRIPTION OF WORK IN OUR LINE DONE TO ORDER
memories for all,"
ted States Army. The later knew that
manaery of the Knights Templar at
and Roswell elected the
sweet
lavender,
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Lavender,
his son had been killed, but was ignor-following officers:
tired souls are sent.
ant as to the attendant circumstances.
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Eminent grand commander, John W,
The little group of aliens, fighting in
Drifting down the Dream path to poe Roswell. depUty grand 'command- Send for prices for tanning and lining-fur- s
a strange land for a cause not their:
to Country of Content.
and bides for rugs and robes
er, J. J. Katy, Silver City; grand gen- sore
was
own.
were
the
stricken.
It
all
of
raw
kinds
furs
erailissimo, James W. Wilson, RosHighest prices paid for
first time one of our own number had
Families From Clovi
Eighteen
well ; grand captain general. A. N.
been killed Bound together by ties Eighteen families from CIovl's, Curry pra
Carlsbad; grand senior' warden,'
GKNKRAL
MERCHANDISE
uu
i
6
,couui
B.6, uu
L. E. Chamberlain,
Albuquerque;
"""'o;;;v
SANTA FE.N. M,
l""V ""ufetiD ciiii fiivauuuo,
PHONfi 1 Q
uuj nUlCI rilC ev i ijj
AIR CANON
ROAD
BLAOK 1 57
become closer to each other than men ants quarters of the Grand Central grand Junior warden. H. F. Stephens. '
Santa Fe; grand prelate, E. McQueen
ordinarily do in years of acquaintance- - j hotel at Roswell burned to the ground
Gray, Albuquerque;
grand standard
under
different
circumstances,
ship
on Wednesday afternoon,
S. G. Cartwright, Santa Fe;
and now felt that the war was coming
Last week M. bearer,
M R BaeP Retires
grand sword bearer, M. R. Williams,
home to ns.
loot
f
Devine spied a magnificent saddle lative as'sembly retired as editor of Las Vegas; grand warden, A. C. Raith-horstied to a long rope in a little the Fort Sumne'i; Review and is sue-- ; el. Deming; grand captain of the host,
Paul Teutsch, Albuquerque.
The
swale about two hundred yards to our ceeded Dy Manuel P. Manzanares.
leit iront, ana aoout nve nunareai
Wnrke Nmp Cuervo A. sntnu unapier ul new luexico, uruer
yards from two of the Spanish block A Jones had eight men surveying of the Eastern Star, opened a two
houses. The horse, being out of the in the vicinity of Cuervo, Guadalupe days' session with sixty visiting
line of fire, had not been hit, but was
last week, with the view ofjbers an half as many local
j:
pracing about, snorting with terror.
a large tract of land under bers in attendance. This session con- "That horse would suit my style of irrigation.
eluded the meetings of the Masonic
i!
beauty," remarked Devine, and before
Coal High at Fort Sumner "Coal grand bodies.
any one could stop him he had got sold in Ft. Sumner last winter for ?a
A Good Tax Payer That the New
J!
out and started down the hill on a run. a ton; this fall it is selling at $8. Mexican is a liberal
tax payer, directly
iS
Once at the foot of the slope he was
wiU be a great hardship on the and indirectly, was again demonstratRED
IOC PALACE.
DAPHo1NIEGflT
Tnig
130
AVE
i!
out of view of most of the Spaniards
the poor have no money ed today, when the city marshal
but was in plain sight from three
PICTURE FRAim'rG TASTEFULLY
AND SATISFACTORILY
?!
DONE.
lected $3 road tax from each employe
Fort Sumner Index.
blockhouses, two of them quite cIobc
Dead in a Saloon John from the front office back to the
Dropped
and every man in them did his best
53H5iS55,
t
aged 62 years, a native ofjer room.
to get him. He reached the rope, un- Ireland, dropped
dead in the Palace i
tied it, and tried to lead the animal bar at Silver City. He seemed in
but the terrified beast declined to fol- good health and was laughing when
low, and was soon brought down.
he suddenly fell over. He had been
having no use for a dead horse employed as a cook.
started back up the hill. Osgood and
Food for Coyotes "The storm Wed- I were breathlessly watching him from npsrfa v nicrht was narticularly hard on
adjoining port holes, when we- - saw;thfi train ,oad of D00r Texas dogies
him pitch forward into the grass.
nere thls week. A number
gooa cried out My ood, ne is nit! nave aiready died and dogs and coyo-- I
24 E SAN FRANGISCO ST
am going after him," and started teg wU1 probabiy winter well along
SOLE AGENTS FOR
down the ladder to the lower story, the river i the cattle do not." Fort
the only way to get out. I followed, Qllmnpr R(,vipw
s
with no very definite idea as to what
Men's
75c
(nailed) Alamo Forest Reduced in Size A
Ladies' half soles - - - - 50c
I was going to do, but in my haste
has elimin- proclamation
presidential
Rubber heels
50c
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
slipped on the top round of the ladder ated Otero county from the Alamo na
FIRST CLASS WORK
and fell into the lower story, taking tional
as
acres
chiefly
245,450
forest,
GUARANTEED.
Osgood with me. Both of us were valuable for
Flour. Hay, Grain, Potatoes,
agriculture, and added
much bruised but not disabled Reachforfor
22,333 acres as more valuable
ing the outside, we found that Janney est use. The additions take effect imSalt and Seeds
was running down the hill racing like
are
but the eliminations
mad. The enemy now concentrated mediately,
held up until January 1.
their fire on him, as they had on DeTHE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAN HOUSE IN SANTA FE
Scarlet Fever at Gallup "The scarlet fever scare has subsided and no
State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
new cases are reported. The old cases
jFor
year? the only
Lucas County. ss.
are about all well, and as the proper
first class t'onsorial parlor
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that precautions have been observed and
SATISFACTION
he is senior partner of the firm of
ASSURED
in Santa Fe.
there is little danger now from the
F. J. Cheney & Co., doing business
UAbb
Counof
fever."
the
McKinley
OUR NEW PITCH
in the City of Toledo, County and spread
ty Republican.
TREATMENT
State
and
aforesaid,
said
that
firm
E
Scarlet
Fever at Albuquerque
and Saddle Horses
Buggies
will
sum
the
of
ONE
pay
HUNDRED
is
Popular prices
guaranteed to cure, (not only
DOLLARS for each and every case ot "Maria and Delia Valdez, daughters of
&
Catarrh that cannot be cured by the Mr. and Mrs. Emilio Valdez, recently relieve, Dandruff, falling hair
We
other
irritations.
also
to
went
scalp
to
school.
attend
Albuquerque
of
use
Hall's Catarrh Cure.
Delia, the youngest, was taken sick carry a cjmfjlete Hne of all the
FRANK J. CHENEY,
Sworn to before mt and subscribed with scarlet fever shortly after her ar- popular hair and facial tonics.
rival at Albuquerque, and was taken
In my presence, this 6th
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & HTCH
day of Deto the Sister's hospital, where the litcember, A. D., 1886.
1 DIAMONDS
BATHS BATHS BATHS
Qm
tle girl is almost well again. For a
A. W. GLEASON,
MANUFACTURER OF
Notary Public. time the parents were much alarmed."
! (Seal)
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internSpringer Stockman.
Phone
us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
ally, and acts directly on the blood
E. A. Miera Buys Putney Store
aundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
and mucous surfaces of the system. L. B. Putney of Albuquerque has sold and
deliveron Thursdays and B'ridays
send for testimonials free.
the entire stock and good will of the
All work is guaranteed; your
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O. Putney general merchandise store at
socks are mended and buttons
C.ttt
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
sewed on you shirts, without
Jamez, Sandoval county, to E. A.
San
Francisco
345
SANTA FE, N. M.
extra charge.
Take Hall's Family pills for consti Miera, of Cuba, of the same county.
pation.
The Putney store, now the Miera, Is FHONE RED 122. 1 HONBJ RJDD
lit.

Winter Grocery
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MONDAY,

We have a safe, dependable and
altogether ideal remedy that is particularly adapted to the requirements
of aged people and persons of weak
constitutions who suffer from constipation or other bowel disorders. We
are so certain that it will relieve these
complaints and give absolute satisfaction in every particular that we offer
it with our personal guarantee that it
shall cost the user nothing if it fails
to substantiate our claims. This remedy is called Rexall Orderlies.
Rexall Orderlies have a soothing,
healing, strengthening, tonic and regulative action upon the bowels. They
remove all irritation, dryness, soreTHE DAILY HOUND UP.
ness and weakness. They restore the
bowels and associate organs to more
vigorous and healthy activity. They
THE LAVENDER VENDER.
are eaten like candy, may be taken
(By Anne Bunner, in the November at any time without inconvenience, do
not cause any griping, nausea, diarScribner.)
In the crowded city, the thronging rhoea, excessive looseness, flatulence
or other disagreeable effect. Price 25c
thoroughfare,
Thro' the chill of winter, a fragrance and 10c. Sold only at our store The
on the air
Rexall Store. The Fischer Drug
Faint and fresh of lavender mocks at

The Fall of Guaimaro in
Cuba Described by That
Intrepid Soldier

EVERY FRIDAY

STRAWBERRIES

vine. Janney was a powerful man,
and half carried and half dragged the
wounded man up that slope under a
fire that it would seem impossible a
man could live through, it being es
pecially severe after he had got halfway up, and was exposed to nearly all
the Spanish positions. Several of us
assisted him to lower Devine into the
shelter of the trench. He was shot
in the hip, a very severe wound from
which he did not recover during the
war, though he returned to duty aftei
a couple of months. In our service
Janney's act would have brought him
the Medal of Honor, or in the British
army the Victoria Cross, but the Cubans had not yet reached the stage
of distributing decorations for gallantry. From "The Fall of Guaimaro,"
by Gen. Frederick Funston in the November Scribner.

THRILLING TALE

M.

SEL1GMAN BROS CO.

niches. Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware,

rated

China. Novelties,
Leather ami Leather tsnony

Goods.

HEATING STOVES THAT HEAT

n

5. SpitZ

;

Is the kind you get

re-go-

f you buy from us,

,

ln.-"-

j

You will also get a

i

'

heater that will
burn less fuel and
radiate more heat

j

TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER

J

j

than anynther make
on

the market.

j

'

FRANK F. GORMLEY

u.

Our line is composed of thr celt b'atrd
(Coles Hot Blast) which burns ccal or

--

wood

equally well.
Come in and let us point out to you the
superiorly of the Coles.

e

i

j

MULLIGAN & RISING

j

mem-count-

mem-Duttin- g

Funeral Directors &
Lic3nsed Embalmers

i

JKZ Kit'.

i

WPfiSj&XS W.

Una, ssa

i

1a

oal

well-to-d- o

j

De-vin-

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.

NICK YANNl'S

A

SHOE SHOP

hinds of Garden and Field Seeds.

AH

HW

I

WHOLESALE

AfD

Wood

RETAIL

RATON
YANKEE

Screened

Lump

CERRILLCS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smilhirg Coal.
hawed wood and Kindling.

..

MONTEZUMA AVENUE
near a. T. A H. F. l'epot.

Telephone

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

.

International Stock Food

half-sole-

j

LEO

HERSCH

.......

--

KERR'S

PLAZA BARBER SHOP

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE
A

a Protection for yourself demand an

Abstract--

you have an absolute title to tbe property

I INSURANCE
you know whether
nlcn you now own?

Do

Absracts of Title,
THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT
Furnished by

Catron Block

Santa Fe, N.M

Realty

&

"ance Agency

Tel Black

76

i9

rlliol

corrick'shackune;ss;v0

Hb

JEWELRY

Rl.hit.r.l..

I

YQMT7

WATCHES

I

LIVERY STABLE
Fine
Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single

Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up 'Phone 9
When in Need of Anything in the
Llveiy Line. Drivers Furnished

trniU? I

RATES

Cliaa China
St

WW

he is tne one who, through study and
training, is best fitted to treat the illness
THAT'S HIS BUSINESS.

Because
successfully.

you Send for the doctor when
there is sickness in the house?
Do

is to compound scienti'ically
the medicine your doctor or- ers And we are the best fitted through education, ex.
erience, and facility, to do his biddind.

Our Business

Bm fiaspar Avenna

RIGHT.

CHAS. CLOSSON

!)

BRING EVERY PRESCRIPTION TO US FOR RESULTS

ZOOK'S PHARMACY

pr
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and are going to rule. The only question is how the people can rule in the
ARIZONA
wisest,
best, and most effective manMost Santa Fe People Have a Weak
ner. The history ot the republics of
Part and Too Often Its' The Back.
j the
ancient world demonstrates con- Everyone has a weak spot.
GOVERNMENT
COURTEOUS
that government by the peo-- i
clusively
back.
Too often its' a bad
directly,
pie
legislation and adraini
Twinges follow every Budden twist.
and by which compulsory compensaj tration by the people
themselves (and
Dull aching keeps up, day and night.
to
such
workmen
tion shall be paid
elected by the
Decides to Send New Mexico by their employers, if. in the course American System Is Glory of ;not h preventatives
Telia you the kidneys need help
to despotism
sure
way
people),
,
kidney-achFor backache is really
of such employment, personal injury Modern worm ana
Convention a Copy of
anouia and destruction. The safety of our
A kidney cure Is what you need.
by accident arising out of and in the
country lies in its representative insti- m
Be Permanent
Doan's Kidney Pills cure sick kidcourse of the employment is caused
Every File
tutions. The reason why the people
thereworkmen
to any such
neys.
employed
can't take the place on their own repCure backache and urinary ills.
in, in whole, or in part, contributed
to by a necessary risk or danger of FORGES THAT UNDERMINE II resentatives is legislation and adminSanta Fe people recommend the NEW PROPOSITIONS ARE
istration is that there are far too
tiie employment, or one inherent in
remedy.
Sanof
many people to act and far too many
or
the
failure
Cerrillos
nature
M.
the
St.,
thereof,
Thomas
Baca,
ta Fe, N. M., says: "My faith in Reporters Are Excluded Second employer of such workmen or any of Principle Initiative and Referen- and too complicated affairs for this
multitudious population to attend to.
his or its o"ieers, agents or employes
Doan's Kidney Pills is Just as strong Time
dum Will Eventually
by Sensitive Democratic to exercise due care, or to comply
In America as in Rome the end would
recommendI
when
as
publicly
today
Statesmen.
Destroy It.
with any lr.w affecting such employbe a paralysis of public business from
ed them in 1902. I was caused much
ment."
which the demogogue would emerge a
suffering by backache for three years
Such a law would obviate the neThe following thoughtful address dictator or despot. The sure way to
Phoenix, Ariz., Oct. 24. It is the
and my loins were so painful at times
of the injured laborer going delivered by Jacob Gould Schurman. breed a Caesar or a Napoleon on
in
Cochise
of
to
do
of
Mr.
cessity
around.
I
business
could
was
Feeney
ge
all
that it
Doan's Kidney Pills entirely relieved the constitutional convention to see to court. It would only be necessary president of Cornell Vniversity, and American soil is to abrogate the Amercomme and I had no return attack of the that honest labor, if property organiz- for him to file a claim with the
by its clear and keen analysis shows ican system of representative govtrouble for six months. At that time ed, ehall not get the worst of it in pany, or the person by whom he was where the general adoption of the inl-- ernment.
see
would
law
that
The
my work brought on a recurrence of the deliberations of that body. From employed. was
tiative and referendum will lead to Failure of the Oregon Experiment.
paid.
backache. I at once took Doan's Kid- the moment of the assembling of the the claim
the ultimate destruction of the Repubof
Lands.
Deviations from the system of repThe
School
inMr.
has
been
Feeney
ney Pills and they gave me relief. A convention,
lic as it was founded by the Fathers resentative
disto
Two
the
relative
anone
propositions
government in favor of diproposition after
medicine that lives up to the claims troducing
and as it was confirmed in war and
favor- position of school lands after statewere
rect
which
as
other
by the people are
government
recognized
Pills
Doan's
like
Kidney
made for it
hood were introduced; or rather, one bloodshed and sacrifice:
States. There has
but
to
United
now
in
able
his
the
labor,
really
organized
endorsedo, deserve the strongest
of the ancient not been
The democracies
time to test the ultimate regreat achievement was performed memorial to congress and one propoment"
when he presented what may be brief- sition. The first was by Mr. Webb world were direct; they consisted of sults by prolonged experiences. But
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
Congress is asked to government by the people tnemselves, the effects thus far are precisely what
ly called a proposition looking to the of Graham.
Co.,
Buffalo,
cents.
amend the enabling act with refer- not by representatives of the people. history has prepared us to anticipate.
and
of
boycotting
legalizing
picketing,
New Yor, sole agents for the United
and putting those acts on the firm ence to the school lands so that les- The political system of ancient Greece The state of Oregon has adopted the
foundation of the constitution. The sees should, in the event of their sale was based on the sovereign independ- initiative, referendum, direct primary,
and
Remember the name-D- oan
after statehood receive compensation ence of each single city and the govproposition foUowg.
and recall. And how direct govern- take no other.
.
.. i
Innmi
f f r. r , n
til .1
"Proposition No. 71, introduced by for the improvements that they or ernment of each city by an assembly
Thomas Feeney of Cochise, county, their predecessors in Interest had of the citizens. In an aristocratic from the columns of the
Oregonian
It you want anything on earth-- try
as
should
be
made.
There
recognized
relatjve tQ bU, of rightB
city, like Sparta, that assembly con- one of the ablest and most independa New Mexican Want Ad.
..Sectiou x Rights of organization Improvements the appropriation of sisted of all the members of the ruling
in the country. That
.
Abstention from em- - water or the acqplrement of water class; in a democratic city, like ent newspapers
an(j assemblage.
the voters of Oregon
that
says
journal
made
in
all
had
and
that
fact
rights,
'ployment and patronage.
Athens, it consisted of all the free cit- will next November be compelled to
V
'Thf rtonnlo "ohnll at nil tlmpfl hflvp the difference between the value of
case the
functions by di
1 the right to organize for the advance-- ! the land as a desert and its value in izens; but in either not a assembly attempt
and
a
was
representa,
primary
conui-tlonmeasures,
rect voting of thirty-twment of their interests, to abstain its present highly cultivated
should be regarded as improve- tive body. In Greece the multitude of twenty-fivor which come from inno
For Best
sovereign cities prevented the devel- vators,
or
j ually or collectively,
for any reason ments.
agitators
The proposition was offered by Mr. opment of one sovereign nation. Rome groups of citizens, having been fram
basket leave? Monday Tuesday peace'tully ln any numl)ers aD0Ut any Orme providing that the school lands indeed became a unitary empire, but ed without regard to conflicting needs
shall be classified and appraised and only by subverting the independence ot the body politic or substantial jus
Returns Thursday and Friday. place of work for the purpose of
- shall not be sold for less than
the aud home rule of the cities and coun tice for interests involved. What can
conabout
atlon
pending
at O. K. Barber 8hopj'ng
imof
value.
case
In
the
tries she embraced In her extensive! the people do? The result, says the
. v i
appraised
i
Mrs PO. BROtfN A?ent
persuading any person to abstain from provements the lessees shall be com- jurisdiction.
Oregonian, is "an impossible task for
work for any employer. The people pensated for the value which shall
The political system of Greece and voters; it is a tank that only delegat- Phone No 23 Red
shall have the right individually or bo fixed by appraisement and tfie Rome rnded in dismal failure. From ed members of the body politic in parcollectively to abstain from dealing holder of lessee shall be given a pref- the political point of view the great
liamentary assembly have time and
with or patronizing any individual, erence right in the sale.
problem of civilization is how to se- opportunity to dispose of."
160
more
be
acres
than
Not
shall
corfirm, partnership, association or
cure union and liberty how to get
in
poration, and to persuade others to sold to one purchaser under a recla- concert of action among men on a Direct Government Possible Only
to
Small Localities.
school land,
As
do so by speech or print or in any mation project.
their
without sacrificing
the proceeds of its sale or the sales large scale
other peaceable manner."
Direct government by the people is
local self governments. The Greeks
This happened in the morning, and of timber shall go into a fund in for a time maintained their local inde- possible only for localities in which
that would seem to have been enough perpetuity for the schools. For unibut they never had a com- the people are not too numerous to
for one day, but in the afternoon ses- versity lands the proceeds shall be pendence,
and in the end were come together. Teh town meeting is
mon
country,
set
aside for the use of the
sion
Mr. Feeney
recovered his similarly
to
doomed
subjection by their disun- the natural organ of such direct popustrength and introduced proposition university. Provision is made for the
The lar government When other localiweakness.
No. 77. relative to the military and investment of these funds so that ion and consequent
hand built up ties are concerned, and especially
on
other
the
Italians
school
a
and
shall
derive
university
the public defense. It is provided that
the fabric of a vast and imposing em- when the state as a whole is involved,
the military forces of the territory fixed income.
is impossible by seBhall always
be subservient to the
Department of Labor.
pire, but in the absence of a system direct government
A proposition providing for a de- of representative government it was lected delegates or representatives
civil authorities and that they shall
not intrude when they have not been partment of labor was introduced by ruled by the popular assembly of the then become absolutely indispensihle.
PRETTY GOOD LOOKING
sent for and particularly they shall Mr. Connelly of Cochise. The depart- city of Rome till the task became im- Convention for Party Nominations.
What is true of the people of the
not participate in industrial disputes ment shall be under the administra- possible and the people's powers were
TURNOUT
state as a whole is true of that large
and shall not present themselves tion of a commissioner of labor. Pro- absorbed by the Caesars.
you'll admit when we Fend it around where such disputes are in progress vision is also made for a board of
portion or moity of them which forms
Representative Government.
to you. Of course It is.
unless there is a most imminent pros- arbitrators, of which the commissionThus in the ancient world govern- a political party. The party business
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send to the secretary of the New Mex searching supervision over their do- Nomination by petition is one of them.
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(Continued on Page Six.)
men's compensation law, follows:
"The legislature shall enact a compulsory workmen's compensation law
applicable to workmen engaged in
manual or mechanical labor in such
employments as the legislature may
determine to be especially dangerous,
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tions almost without exception, and is another, allpower
New Mexico
he
over
the
world,"
lessening
would be certain advantages too, in
they are the opinions of the Republiis
critic
Mo
French
the
doubt,
says.
commonwealths like Califorcans of the I'nited States today.
in the general causes which he adjoining
RENEHAN & DAVIES
and Mew Mexico, having
Arizona
nia,
Republicans throughout the coun right
for this weakening of mental a similar
A. B. Renehan
E. P. Davlei
system,
advantages
judicial
try are unanimous in regard to the assigns
caliber. Every one must have seen
Attorneys at Law.
principle of protection. They believe one of them, at least operating in this that would increase as growth of popPractices in the Supreme and Dis
ulation and wealth would bring about
that the tariff ought to he a protective
country, the mental dissipation closer intercourse among the three irict Court3.
tariff, and they are convinced that the
Min.ng and Land Law 8
kinds
and
all
by light reading
which in reality form one har- specialty. Office in Catron Block.
Democratic idea of a tariff for revenue wrought,
This states,
entertainment.
of frivolous
monious whole as far as resourees, Santa Fe
New Mexico
only or the Democratic idea of free mode of
thinking in a circle, of jump- climatic conditions, mining, agricultrade. Is wrong in principle and imreasonof
at
instead
conclusions,
ing
ture, and the stock industries are conpossible of execution.
WILLIAM McKEAN
ing in a straight line, and of careful
Republicans also believe with prac- analysis and synthesis, is responsible cerned.
Attorney-at-Latical unanimity that in the applicafor the absurd political panaceas that
Mining and Land Law.
Mew Mexican would like to
The
tion of the protective principle there
are being offered the public by dema-- j blame the
New Mexico
murders in Oklahoma, Taos,
shall be an equalization of the cost
who argue because a horse
630 have gone unpunished,
of
which
of production at home and abroad. In gogues
medicine is good for the cure of rheu-- i
the iniother words they believe in protection
C W. G. WARD
must also be good for brain since it became a state, upon would
to the American wage earner with pro- matism, it
but
that
and
Territorial District Attorney
tiative
referendum,
unansweran
as
storms,
argument
tection to the American consumer.
he adopting the Democratic style of Fo.- San Miguel and Mora Counties
foolish.
There is also substantial agreement able as 'it is
argument. Unfortunately, Mew Mex- Las Vegas, - - - New Mexico
among Republicans that the only way
an unusually large numEconomy must be watched in public ico, has had
cuch a tariff can be made is as a rethe past few years and
of
murders
ber
EDWARD C. WADE
sult of the work of a commission of affairs in New Mexico under the new i: surprisingly small number of hanga
is
of
Here
order
suggestion
Attorney-at-Lathings.
tariff experts. Republicans differ in
r
ings. It would be more reasonable
Practice in the Supreme and Dls
their opinions as to the precise mer- from the Farmington
which does not come amiss, especially to blame this remissness in punishing trict Courts of the Territory, in the
its or demerits of the
crime to the slow and tedious process
but
are
law,
they
substantially agreed since In more than one county, from of indictment by grand jury and the Probate Court and before the U. S.
court
of
terms
to
time
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
time
regular
that no tariff law, made by the log
terms of court, made more Offices.
rolling system, can he much better cannot be held for lack of funds: "One infrequent
or two bailiffs could be dispensed with infrequent still by small court funds, Las Cruces
New Mexico
than the present law.
deThe new tariff issue is then for the without the public interest suffering. these court funds being further
unneces
development of a better and more The assembling of the petit jury sev- pleted by expenditures for
R. W. WITTMAN
scientific tariff by the tariff commis- eral days before they are needed," sary court officials and paying per
Drafttman
to
an
unnecessarily
sion and by the amendment of indi- is another source of expense that Is diem and mileage
furnished of records on flit
vidual schedules of the law, without not necessary. Nor is the grand Jury large number of grand jurors. Swift in Copies
the U. S.
General's Offlo
making the whole tariff over every essential. It seems that with the pass- indictments, like that of Crippen in Santa Fe. Surveyo'
New Mexlcr
court
and
of
terms
time one part needs a change.
ing of the years, more and more barn- London, frequent
in
result
would
This advanced position of the Re- acles have fastened themselves to the sittings of petit jurors,
PROBERT 4 COMPANY
publican party is years in advance of courts of New Mexico, making the ad- the certain punishment of criminals
Investments
the Democratic party, which has no ministration of justice in New Mexico without loss of time or great expense.
Lands, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
clear or definite idea of what it pro- much more expensive than it ought to
Money Leaned for Investors.
poses to do and merely contents itself be. What about the poor duffers in
The New Mexican regrets that the
We have for sale general stocks 'f
with criticizing faults in a tariff law
retain
will
convention
constitutional
jail at Aztec who must wait another
with no regard for the system
courts and the present Merchandise, Retail Lumber Yard and
by six months for a grand
jury? Even the probate
which the law was made.
without
prescribing other Business Opportunities throughsystem
probate
have
unless
though innocent,
they
'
for probate judges. out Taos county.
any
qualifications
will
who
furnish
bond, they
Mew Mexico might follow Arizona's friends
Bank References Furnished.
well understands
Mexican
New
The
.
. . . New Mexico
lead In fixing for fifty years the capi- must remain In durance vile until suf- the reasons for this attitude of the Taos
tal named in the enabling act. A cap- ficient funds have accumulated to per- Republican majority and admits that
ital fight, even fifteen years from now, mit the calling together of a grand it is a difficult proposition to get STANDLEY G. SMALL, PH. G. M. D.
term of court. Any away from, but It should also demonwould be unfortunate and would prove jury at a regular
Physician & Surgeon.
'
a setback for the entire common- system of judicial administration strate to the Democratic
minority Office 117 Palace Ave.
Hours: 11:00 a. m. to 12:20 p. m
wealth. There Is hut. little danger based on that sort of practice, is that here is one instance where the
2 to 3 p. m., and
that this historic city will ever be medieval and barbaric.
by appointment.
popular demand is for the most mischievous cause and that giving in to Residence 225 Hillside Ave.
aught but the capital of the state, but
In private, most of the delegates ad popular clamor may result in the
the mere fact of agitation is harmful,
Phone Red 43.
productive of corruption and unne- mit that it would he well to do with- retention of a system that Is obviouscessary expense, and the convention out the grand jury system, but in pub- ly wrong. It is possible at times, that
JOHN K. STAUFFER
might as well make it a fundamental lic they all submit to the public pre- the representatives of a people may
Notary Public
Office with the New Mexican Printproposition that the capital Is to re judice In its favor. It seems well to be wiser and more patriotic and unmain at Santa Fe for fifty years at bow the neck to King Demos at times, selfish, than the people who elected Ins Company.
even if he is wrong.
least.
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Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits

4

$150,000

--

sheet

sheet.
Mining Deed.
sheet
Mining Lease.
Coal Declaratory Statement,

80.0C0

2

?

2

sheet.

Coal Declaratory
Statement
Power of an Attorney,
fidavit and Corroboratliig

with
Af

Non-Miner-

'j

Affidavit,
Notice of Right to Water,

j

sheet

4

Ts.nsacts a general hanking business in atU its imnchcs.
Loans moe on the most, favorable terms on alt kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells tvi;Js and
stocks in all market'? fo. its customers. Buys anJ stills
exchanTe and makes telegraphic
domestic and
oi money to alt parts of the civilized wnrld on as liberal terms
as are given by any mo.iey transmitting agency pubiic or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annum, on six months' r yaars time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock an products.
he bank executes all orders oi its patrons in the banking line,
aid aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in a!l respects.
as is consistent with safety and the principles .i sound banX- ing. Safety deposit boxes for ret. The patronage of the
public is respecfuily solicited

forn

sheet.

2

1

Forfeiture or Publishing Out of
sheet.
Notice,
Affidavit of Assessment.
sheet
Stock Blanks.
Bill of Sale Animals Hearing Ven
sheet.
dor's Recorded Brand,
Bill of Sale, in Books of 25 Blanks,
40c per book.
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing
Vendor's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
1 i
Bill of Sale Range Delivery,
sheet.
Bill of Sale,
sheet.
to Gather, Drive and
Authority
Handle Animals Bearing Owner's Re
corded Brand,
sheet
Authority to Gather, Drive and
Handle Animals Not Bearing Owner"
Recorded Brand,
sheet
Contrato de Partido,
pliego.
Escritura de Renuncia,
pliego.
Documento Garantizado.
pliego.
Hipoteca de Blenes Muebles,
pliego.
Documento de Hipoteca,
pliego,
Documento
extensa
Garantizado,
forma entera, full sheet.
Certificado de Matrimonio, 10c cada
uno.
sheet.
Replevin Bond,
Forcible Entry and De
Execution
4

5

2

5
c

4

1

4

trj.-iaJe- r

I

2

THE

2

PALME HOTEL

2

2

2

WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,
Cuisine and
Table Service

tatner,

in

the West

Large Sample;
Room for Commercial Travelers

Unexcel led

2

4

of the Best Hotels

One

2

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

sheet.

sheet
Subpoena,
J. P. Complaint, M sheet.
sheet.
Capias Complaint,
Search Warrant,
sheet
School Blanks.
sheet.
Enumeration Form,
Teachers' Certificate,
sheet.
Contract for School Teacher,
4

4

2

Hot!

Claire

TH

2

2

12

Santa Fe, New Mexico

sheet.
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet
Contract between Directors and Tea
sheet.
chers,

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

4

Oaths of School Director,
sheet
Certificate
of apportionment
of
sheet.
School Funds,
Contract for Fuel, 4 sheet.
Teachers' Monthly Report,
sheet.
District Clerks' Annual Report,
4

2

renovated and neatly furnished.
Every room steam heated.

Completely

4

Fire prod

4

sheet.

Rooms fcl.OO to $2 00 per day.
Meals 50 ceats and up.

Land Office Blanks.

Homestead Entry,

European plan.

sheet

2

Affidavit,

2

sheet.
Proof, Testimony of Witness,
full sheet.
of
Claimant.
Proof, Testimony
full sheet.
Desert Land Entry, Declaration of
full sheet.
Applicant,
Deposition of Witness,

J C.

sheet.

1-- 2

Hoi

2

2

sheet

Affidavit of Contest

Against
sheet.
Entryman,
Notice of Intention to make final

snpper ready to eat and yon will not have to
Our Increasing patronage is the
best proof that we merit yours.

Serving

t

DIGNE0, Proprietor.

FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.
If yon drop in at 5 o'clocx yon can get a hot

We Are

full sheet.
Yearly Proof.
Final Proof.
sheet.
Contest Notice,
sheet.
Affidavit to be filed before contest,

2

sheet.
proof,
Additional Entry,
sheet.
1 2
320 Homestead
Entry,
sheet.
Small Holding Proof, Affidavit of Ap
2

THE HOTEL CORONADO61

HERREKA
Proprietor

2

plicant full sheet

RATES

81.00

A DAY AND

UP

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

sheet

Relinquishment,
sheet.
Township Plats,
Township Plats, full sheet
General Blanks.
Bond for Deed,
sheet.
2
Bond of Indemnity,
sheet.
Bond, General Form,
sheet.
Certificate of Marriage, 75c per doz.
Official Bond,
sheet.
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure
of Mortgage, full sheet.
sheet.
Application for License,
Retail Liquor License,
sheet
Notice of Conveyar.ee,
sheet.
Certificate of Election,
sheet.
Report of the Assessors, full sheet
Deed, City of Santa Fe,
sheet.
Deed, City of Santa Fe, full sheet
Application for Marriage
License,
2

4

Gregg's Peerless Hotel

2

1--

EUROPEAN PLAN

1-- 2

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotbi In Santa Fe, with hot and cold water In
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest A best CAFE In
the City to connection with Hotel." First class service guaranteed.
Vice sample room on first floor. Special attention given to traveling
men, Give us a trial if you want first classservtce,

2

2

2

2

Oorner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.

2

WM- -

GREGG

Prop.

2

sheet

2

Certificate of Birth.
sheet.
Certificate of Death,
sheet.
Butchers' Shipping
Notices,
sheet.
Promissory Notes 25c per pad.
Receipts, 25c per pad.

B

4

GRAND SPECIAL SALE

4

Cost Bond,

1-- 4

l-

ON EVERYTHING IN THE HOUSE

-

FROM NOW UP TO
INCLUSIVE

sheet

Letters of Guardianship,
sheet.
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
sheet.
Letters of Administration,
sheet.
Administrator's Bond and Oath,

A

AND

Cil.

IJlIli

OF OCTOBER

2

2

h

...

Fi.

2

Times-Hustle-

Payne-Aldric-

Assistant Castitr

The Oldest Eankin? Institution in
flow JVSaxio. Established !n 137

sheet.
Property,
Placer Mining Location,
sheet
Title Bond of Mining Property,

j

'

OF SAsTTA

2

....

v

,

mil Mm,

d.

r irsi mmm m

8

Mining Blanks.
Additional and Amended LocatloD
sheet.
Certificate,
sheet.
Agreement of Publisher,
Proof of Labor,
sheet
Notice of Mining Location,
sheet
Title Bond and Lease of Mining

w

j

IM

Mex.

1

,m

L. A. HUGHES,

OCTOBER 24, 1910.

J. B. tEAD, Castiei.

J. PALES. President.

R.
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THIS MEANS
THAT

WE

GOODS, CLOTHING, SHOES AND EVERYTHING

DRY

CARR- Y-

STRICTLY

E

MERCHANDISE.

sheet.

Letters Testamentary,
sheet.
Declaration in Assumpsit,
sheet
Declaration in Assumpsit, on Note
Satisfaction of Mortgage,
sheet.
Asshsnment of Mortgage,
sheet.
Lease, 2 sheet
Lease of Personal Property,
1-- 2

ADOLF

SELIGWIAN DRY GOODS

CO

2
2

sheet

Chattel Mortgage,
sheet.
Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet,
Power of Attorney,
sheet
Renewal of Chattel Mortgage,
2

'

2

sheet.
Replevin Writ,
sheet
Replevin Affidavit
sheet.
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
sheet.

2

4

Wells Fargo & Company
.Express
General Express Forwarder

4

sheet
Warrant,
Commitment
sheet.
Attachment Affidavit,
sheet.
Attachment Bond,
sheet
Attachment Writ
sheet
Attachment Summons as Garnisbep.
sheet.
sheet.
Execution,
4

4

4

4

4

4

4

Summons,-1--

sheet

Certificate of Brand.
sheet.
sheet.
Sheep Contract.
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
4

2

Appeal Bond.
sheet
Appeal Bond, Criminal,
Appearance Bond. 2 sheet
2

2

1--

sheet
'

.

.

14

All

Parts

of the World
to

;

'i

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
JDOMESTIC MONEY OFDERS, TRAVELERS' ;
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Cacsda. Mczj?
i
and all Foreign Countries.
j
REMITTANCES5SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

f

j

J. D. BARNES, Apent

OCTOBER 24, 1910.

MONDAY,
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CAPITAL $59,000.00
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OPPORTUNITY
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Business

Does a General Banking

President Taft In their opposition to
the initiative and referendum.
PERSONAL MENTION.
"Mrs. James (i. Fitch anil Miss
Mary Fitch, left yesterday for a visa',
of several days on the upper Pecos.
Miss Ida Lawrence, of l.indley o ., On
leaving the railroad they will he
a sightseer in the city.
joined by Mrs. Fitch's mother and
George H. Greenway, a St. Louis sinter from their Ohio home. The
salesman, is at the Palace.
party will visit Santa Fe for a short
Mrs. J. G. Schumann will not he at time before returning to Socorro."
home tomorrow afternoon.
Socorro chieftain.
L. T. Hardy, the Espanola
miller,
spent Sunday in Santa Fe.
Edward S. Hurst, a clothing sales
SPARKS.
CONVENTION
man of Chicago, is in the city.
J. G. Lobato, of Chamita, Rio .rri-- ,
ha county, is a visitor in town.
Tomorrow those who advocate that
Judge H. L. Waldo, attorney for the women should be
permitted to vote at
Santa Fe. is here from Las Vepas.
will have their Inn
school
elections
William Mann, a salesman of
ing before the committee on Elective j
goods, Is here from Kansas City. Franchise.
Mrs. T. P. Gable and Mrs. A. .T.
Fischer will not he at, home tomorrow.
The committees were busy this
a
shoe salesman
L. Tiger,
of
N. Y., is calling on the Juoon putting the finishing touches to
final reports. It is not likely that the
trade
.1 T
E. H Strickland, report of the committee on I.egisla-HarrMurrav
will he taken up he- Smith, are Denverites at thejtive Department
loie i cuiitsuavi
Palace,
Mounted Policeman A. A. Sena, or
Las Vegas, registered at Gregg's yes"Hon. W. H. Andrews has notified
W. A. Cozine that he has secured an
terday.
Mrs. Kawson Warren has returned increase of the latter's pension to $20
from a visit with friends at
a month. Mr. Cozine is now in Santa
Fe, where he has secured a job as one
Miss Estella Rergere has returned of the convention employes." Socorfrom a visit with friends In the Duke ro Chieftain.
.
City.
from
Margarito Romero, delegate
is
convention
constitutional
"The
Las Vegas, San Miguel county, is at
wet and the dry ques- - j
the
discussing
Palace.
the
tion for the, new state. The chances
Judge John R. McFie has returned
will be dry
from Tucumcari where he has been are that New Mexico
farmer and wet enough
the
for
enough
court.
holding
r
for some time
J. H. Gerdes has gone to Excelsior to suit the
Sumner Republican.
to
come."
Fort
atSprings to recuperate from an
tack of malaria.
C.
F. LeCIare, superintendent of
"The constitutional convention has
the Santa Barbara Tie and Pole Com- been in session nearly three weeks and
pany is in the city.
got as far toward framing a constituJ. P. Ifoopingarner. a business man tion as to pass the preamble. If the
at Stanley, southern Santa Fe county constitution was written weeks before
is a visitor in the capital.
the convention met, as many think,
Sheriff Secundino Romero of Las that honorable body is making a gTeat
Vegas, was an onlooker in the consti- stall." Fort Sumner Index.
tutional convention this afternoon.
H. A. Comer of the Xew Mexico
"After a day in Phoenix watching
Central railroad has returned from a
'the constitution breakers,' Zach
business trip to El Paso, Texas.
of a
the staff correspondent
Lafe R. Allen, of Bishee, Ariz., formerly publisher of the Las Vegas score of Democratic newspapers, hied
Doubtless Zach
Optic, was a visitor in town yester- himself eastward.
hated to see the shades of Thomas
day.
W. L. Blattman, member of the last Jefferson and Andrew Jackson comlegislative assembly, and Stanley A. pelled to ride a fence rail." Tucson
,!,'
Foutz, of Wagon Mound, Mora county. v.iuzeu.
are Santa Fe visitors.
Jack D. Trainor, former recruiting
Delegate Isidore Armi.io suggests a
officer of the IJ. S. army at Santa Fe, compromise with Texas in the boun-ha- s
returned from Manila, P. I., where dary dispute, that is the annexation of
i El
he spent several years.
Paso, Texas, in place of the strip
Rev. John R. Gass of Albuquerque. on the eastern boundary and which
i: anpnriinz a few days in the city. He inciu(ies Farwell and Texline. How- offlciated at the services in the Pres- ever, the danger is that El Paso would
annex New Mexico and not New Mex- bvterian church yesterday.
of
wife
ico El Paso.
W.
Parker,
Mrs. Frank
Judge Parker, of Las unices, is upa
The Republican caucus met this afand able to be about again after
ternoon after the 'convention meeting
siege with typhoid fever.
commisZach. McGee, the Washington cor- to discuss the corporation
resnondent who spent a day in banta sion, the judiciary, whether both are
Fe to watch constitutional doings, has to be appointive or elective, the question of taxation and other matters.
left, for Houston, Texas.
"The Democratic papers are doing
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Benning who
have been in Santa Fe for a year for lots of amusing stunts trying to find
Mr. Benning's health have gone to political bombast in the New Mexico
constitutional convention. To an obTucson, Arizona, for the winter.
Ra
from
here
is
it look likes the honors are
server
C.
J.
Mrs
Roberts,
holton, and is stopping at the Sanitarium even. A Democrat jumps up and
with her husband, Associate Justice lers 'Corporation Lawyer' at a Republican delegate, and the Republican
C. J. Roberts of the supreme court.
MVs Chase, daughter of Judge ana jumps up and hollers, "You're another,
for her home and I dare you to deny it." The DemMrs. . Fall, left yesterday
v.
i.
-o ocrat acknowledges the corn, but says
in Kl faso wnere sire ...;n oiu
friends at home
few weeks, returning here later in the he left his corporation
is
he
his
that
in
working on his
trunk,
fall.
in the conalone
accomscruples
Sweet
religious
A.
E.
Probate Clerk
Take your choice." Texico
to vention.
panied Delegate H. M. Dougherty
Santa Fe and is cont erring on i.oou Trumpet.
Roads business with territorial offi
cials.
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sul
livan pvnpcts to be at his office the
MONEY AND MfcTALS.
latter part, of the week after a siege
of typhoid fever contracted at St.
New York, Oct. 24. Call money 3
3
Joseph, Mo.
per cent. Prime mercantile pa6
The Rev. S. Alonzo Bright, superin per
per cent; Mexican dollars
tendent of the Methodist episcopal 45; Amalgamated 691-2- ;
Sugar
Atchison 103
Great Northern
missions for New Mexico, is in the
New York Central
city today. His headquarters are in pfd. 128
Northern Pacific 120; Reading
Albuquerque.
Pacific 118
Southern
The condition of Madeline Mills to 153
Steel 76
pfd.
day is slightly improved, the fever be Union Pacific 173
ing a least bit lower, but she is very 119
New York, Oct.. 24. Lead steady
weak and it will he a number of days
yet before there is any chance of tne $4.404.45; copper quiet, spot and De
cember 12.50&12.G0; silver 56
fever being broken.
WOOL MARKET.
Captain J. J. Clancy, the same as
St. Louis, Oct. 24. Wool quiet; terDelegate G. f). Moffett, was reported
ill with typhoid fever last week, but ritory and western mediums 1823;
a day after report, the same as Mr. fine mediums 17 20; fine 1417.
GRAIN. PORK. LARD AND RI3S.
Moffett appeared again in convention
as hale and hearty as ever.
Chicago, III., Oct. 24. Wheat Dec.
May 98
Curry is expected to- 92
Corn Dec. 45
morrow from Tularosa, Otero county,
May 49.
Oats Dec. 30
and may take a hand in trying to inMay 24
duce the constitutional convention, to
Pork-- Jan, 17.3,".; May 16.25.
include a clause for the initiative and
Lard Jan. $1IH010.42
referendum in the constitution.
May
"Cleofes Romero, warden of the ter- 9.8082
Ribs Jan. 9.20; May 8.95.
ritorial penitentiary, who has been
LIVESTOCK.
here for a few days visiting and lookChicago, Oct. 24. Cattle Receipts
ing after business affairs, went
to the Romero ranch, at El 2,800. Market steady to shade lower.
Cuervo, where he will spend a short Beeves $4.607.80; Texas Bteers $3.40
steers $4.106.85;
time before .returning to Santa Fe."
5.65; western
stoekers and feeders $4.255.60; cows
Las Vegas Daily Optic.
Ohio, and heifers $2.256.30; calves f7.25
G. Judson King of Toledo,
10.
representative of the Direct LegislaMarket
tion League, has left for Denver, utReceipts 25,000.
Hogs
terly disgusted with the conservatism strong to 5 higher; light f8.709.37-1-2- ;
mixed $8.20tfj)9.25; heavy $7.95
of the New Mexico constitution makers, who, he says are as bad as 9.05; rough $S.959.15; good to

PACE FIVE.
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Your Patronage Solicited

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE,

J

I

N. B. LAUGHLIN,

President

H. F.

W. E. GRIFFIN,

STEPHENS, Cashier,

Asst. Caseitr

Tomorrow only, as long as they last, we will sell
one of our regular $2.00 weathered-oadinning
chairs, for this ridiculously low price.

I

k

j

j

FLORIDA

and
CALIFORNIA
Now is the Time for putting up Concord Grapes

everything in fresh
fruits&vegetables

1910 crop op english
Walnuts & almonds

OYSTERS
phone
No.

H.

26

S. KAUNE &

PHONE

HO

No.

26

THE REASON,
of
Part

them are slightly damaged, none badly
damaged, and some not damaged at all, but at
the same time they are not salable on our floor,
and we need the room for other goods.
We have only a few and they will all be gone
before noon at this price .o come early and get
the best choice.

.

j

booze-fighte-

FOR SALE OR RENT
Residence property with all modern
r
heat etc. etc.
conveniences,
Also furnished rooms for rent.
hot-wate-

O

C-

WATSON & COMPANY

-

Insurance

Real Estate

Surety Bonds

Santa Fe, New Mexico
St.,

119 San Francisco

iTSFLIDi
Millinery Thats NewJ

ALL THE NEW
SHAPES & TRIMMINGS

hed So. 189

If its Anything in

HATS, VEILS etc.
See Us First

,

HAND PAINTED CHINA,
Leather Rockers,

Upholstered

and Mahogany Rockers

dlission and Oak Dining Room Suits
Furniture Co.

Akers-Wagne- r

EXPERT EMBALMERS

YOU ARE CORDIALLY

&

FUNERAL

DIRECTORS.

INVITED TO VISIT THE ROOMS OF THE

Santa fe Trail Curin Company
WE HAVE

A

FEW

MORE

OUTLINE

THAT WE ARE 6L0SING OUT TO

RUGS

MAVAJO

FOR

MAKE ROOM

MARKE1REP0RT

OUR NEW STOCK.

Curios

Baskets

Blankets

-

MISS A MUGLER.

i

choice heavy $8.159.05;
9; bulk $S.25if(8.80.
Sheep

Receipts

five to 10 higher;

western $34.40;
5.60;

New

Plaz,

Management'

PRICES FROM

Market

Native $2.75ra4.o0;
yearlings $4.50?i

lambs native $4.75(7.20;

ern $34.40; yearlings
lambs native $4.75Q'7-20-

;

$1.505.60;
western

$51(7.10.

Kansas City. Oct. 21. Cattle Receipts 22,000, including 1,200 southerns. Market strong. Native steers
southern steers $45.25;
$5(?t7.75;
southern cows $2.75 4. 25; native cows
and heifers $2.756.50; stoekers and
feeders $3.25 5.50: bulls $3.2154.50;
calves $48.25; western steers iSfi
6.50;

western cows

OO

SPLENDID VALUES IN AUTHENTIC
STYLES IN MANY FAVORED FABRICS
AND THE NEWEST COLORINGS OF
THE SEASON IN MISSES CLOAKS
RANGING IN PRICE FROM $2.25 To
$9,00 FOR THE LITTLE MISSES, AGE
2 TO 14 YEARS
HATS AND CAPS FOR BOTH BOYS
IN ALL THE LATEST
AND GIRLS
AND
STYLES
COLORS, PRICES To
SUIT EVERYBODY.
THE ABOVE ARE ABSOLUTELY NEW

west-

$2.755.

Hogs
Receipts 4,000. Market 5
to 10 higher. Bulk $8.809.05; heavy
$S.75i8.90;
packers and butchers
$S.801i,9.05; light $S.959.10.
Market
Sheep - Receipts 10,000.
$:;.60ii.4-50Muttons
ten higher.
lambs $o.751i6.80; fed wethers
and
yearlings $5.25 ewes $3.604.25;
fed western ewes $3.604.25.

AND THE MOST

;

To

UP-TO-D- ATE

BE

SEEN.

W. N. TOWINSEND & CO.

2

S. B Corner of

SIZES 6 TO 14,
$1.50 To $14.

pigs $S.2jii

45,000.

Dresses Cloaks

MAKER. 5 HAVE REACHED A POINT
WHERE THEY TURN OUT DRESSES
FOR THE LITTLE MISSES WHICH RIVAL THO.SE OF THEIR ELDERS IN
PERFECTION OF .STYLE AND FINISH.
MANY FABRICS ARE REPRESENTED
IN OUR SHOWING.
SOME ARE ELABORATE OTHERS PLIAN.

JUST RECEIVED

...

RE & SUPPLY

CH Id re ns

-

Phone,

Only

C

...

ul-2(S-

117-3--

WE ENDEAVOR To TREAT OUR
PATRONS IN SUCH MANNER AS
TO MERIT THEIR PATRONAGE,

117-3--

THE C. E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE CO
SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO
of all sizes, raw lands,
under ditch, 840 00 to 75 00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, ?(KK00 to 8175.00 per acre. These are
- , ideal homes ready for you.

Offers irrigated lands in tracts

Dry Farming Lauds, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre

ivui'S

LVKUE
AND
SMALL
:

Wn are nrerared to loefrte settlers on gov
ernment land. We have Irrigation enter- prises, needing capital. Moneyed : men: are:

RANCHES.
LA RGB
AND
SMALL.

invited tocorrespoud with us.

IF YOU NEED ANYTHING

IN NEW MEXICO, LET US HEM?

FROM YOU,

Shawgos Parisian Cleaning and Dye Works
CL!AN ANYTHING SATISFACTION GUARANTEED NEW MANAGEMENT-UP-TO-DA- TE
EQUIPMENT COURTEOUS TREATMENT- Gentlemen's
.Phone

Red

132

Hats Made New.

0. 0. SrIAWGO, Propietor

and
5!3HT

X!ide

8

yest-terda- y

.

sn"
THE PRESCRIPTION

CLERK

must know his business thoroughly
when putting up a prescription.
A

COMPETENT

PHARMACIST

re suggested to the thirsty &s something
cool and inviting
GINGER ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, IRON BREW,
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
TABLE MINERAL WATCRS.
Tbe following

6ANTA FE BOTTLING WORKS.
All drinks made from filtered water.

puts up our prescriptions.
The Ingredients are full strength,
fresh, and of the best standard
makes. In case of sickness you make
no mistake in having your prescriptions put up by us.

PHARMACY
Stripling-Burrow- s

R V.BOYLE

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

HENRY KRICK,

Proprietor
innraiimnunt

RIPE FRUIT NOW

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

YARDS

FRESH LAI

......

ND

Light Company

I) EGGS

every day

!ure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White Wyandotte, chickens
ftr yarded In the orchard uuder the trees and fed ou clean wholesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis verms nor Ptomaine poisoning.
A FEW FAT HENS FOR EATING.

& Co.

DAY

and

WIGHT

Call fift Opetfatfcwi

ELnerf

Santa Fe Water

Mgr.

CUREhDON POULTRY

THE CAPITAL
Successors to

CLARENDON
GARDEN

24 Hour Electric Service

We ae Agents

Telephone Hi 35 and have
veur orifers- delivered

OFT BRINKS

e"

3
1

PAGE SIX.

THE SAXTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

St, Louis Rocky ML &
Pacific

Company.

Railway

GENERAL

In effect Sept, 1st

7 30
7 40
05
20
35
50
9 10
9135
10 00

II
16

20
25
31
42
'

19

2 30
2 47

0
7

3 07

48
55

LL4- 54

4
5
5
5
5
S

M...Ar

SPreston
Koebler Junction

'

(10

10
18
28
45

94

ssni

Lvi
Oimarron
Ar1
Oimairon
Nash
Harlan
Ute Park, N.M...Lv

;Ar

Cured by Lydia E. Pink
ham's Vegetable Compound

j

...i

"

.

I

8 02

:::::::::: E

IV

:

6oo
p iu

M--

J VAN HOUTEN,

E. G. DEDMAN,

F. M. WILLIAMS,
G. P. Agent,

V. P. & G. M.,

Superintendent.

From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
in New
Douglas, and all Point
Mexico
and
to the
Mexico, Arizona,
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence

-

;i.

East or

-

..

I

S5

I-

u.ujtyfui.fMiaH fM"M"""'f "

BSBBgMNIlMim

m

WHEN GOING

use the

U
--

II

Shortest Line to Denver,
Lolo. Springs and Pueblo

VL

TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS
CITY OFFICE IN

fvXT -

II
MM
MM

AT

NEW MEXICAN BLDG.

II

nrnrvT
iitiat ucrui.
uiiui

i

ii

GOVERNMENT,

From Page Three.)

bers, will in practice be found equivalent to actual nomination.
It is perhaps better than nomination by petition, which in practice is not direct
nomination by the people, but nomination at the solicitation of the candidate himself.
Direct Nomination for Local Offices.
Direct primary nominations for
offices are possible and even desirable in towns and villages and other
limited districts where people know
one another. They may he made at
general meetings of voters. These
nominations are very different from
nomination by petition or committee,
for state offices. For nomination to
state offices no organ has been devised superior to the historic American
party convention.

HOTEL ARRIVALS

EAST OR WEST
U

Brookville, Ohio.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, made from native roots and
herbs, contains no narcotic or harmholds the record
ful drugs, and y
for the largest number cf actual cures
of female diseases we know of, and

l

Texas-- .

"

Mrs. Ed.
LaDoit, Park Rap

Ohio. "I wp"? irregular
and extremely nervous. A neighbor
recommended
Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound to ma and 1 have
become regular and my nerves are
much better. "Mrs. 11. Kinxison,

(Continued

EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.&P. A.
Paso

j

ana teet

II
II

Palace.
George H. Greenway, St. Louis; B.
B. Beinard,
L.
Bernalillo;
Tiger,
Rochester, N. Y.; George. S. Hurst,
Chicago; William Mann, Kansas City;
Fred H. West, St. Louis; J. T. Murray,
Fred S. Thompson, E. H. Strickland,
Henry Smith, Denver; L. T. Hardy,
Espanola; Samuel Eldodt, Chamita;
Margarito Romero; H. L. Waldo, Las
Vegas; C. F. LeClare, Domingo.
Claire.
H. H.
L, R. Allen, Bisbee, Arz.;
Beclient, Senorito; Maurice E. Dodge,
Espanola; W. L. Blattman, Stanley;
A. Foutz, Wagon Mound; T. W. Allin,
Trinidad; Rev. S. Alonzo Bright, Albuquerque; B. S. Phillips, Buckman;
F. G.
E. J. Gaffney, Philadelphia;
Ellis, Pittsburg; Samuel Everhart,
Kansas City; Dr. Post, Albuquerque.
Gregg's.
A. A. Sena, East Las Vegas; B. C.
Spier, Truchas; F. Butler, P. H. Kuns-lelto-

Denver; G. T.
R. T. Ross, Cowles.

Murray, Hodges;

Coronado.

Shearer, Mineral Hill; J. P.
Pedro Lucero,
Hopingruer, Stanley;
Pinos Wells; Miss Ida Lawrence,
Findley, O.; Charles Wilton, Espanola; E. L. Wlrth, Hodges; A. L. Har
rington, Chicago; Thomas White, Mc
intosh; J. D. Vosbinder, San Antonio; Jack D. Trainor, Manila; Max Lo- C. V.

R0SWELL AUTO CO. R0SWELL NEW MEX
Carrying the U. S. mail and passengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads and the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive
In Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a. m, arrive
in Vaughan at 6 p. m.
Baggage allowance of 50 lbs. to
each regular ticket, excess baggage at

the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
Special automobiles furnished to ac
commodate any number of passengers
to make special connections with, any
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Tor bato, Alamosa.
ranee for Santa Fe, N. M., by communicating with Manager of the Ros- NINE ARE SENT TO
well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
THE PENITENTIARY.
least 24 hours in advance. Rate fot
I
special $40.00 to accommodate four or Chief Justice W. H.
Pope Sentences
fewer passengers to either point
a Batch of Offenders at Carlsbad,

J. W. STOCKARD, manager
TIME TABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS
The following are the time tables
of the local railroads:
A. T. & S. F. Ry.
Leave- -Si
00 a. m. connect

with No. 3 west
9:40 a. m. connect with No. 10 east
4:00 p. m. connect with No. 1 west.
5:20 p. m. connect with No. 2 east.
7:30 p. m. connect with No. 4 east,
No. 7 west. 8:50 p. m. conect with
No. 8 east, and No. 9 west.
10:20 a. m. with conection from No.
3 west.
12:10 p. m. with connection from
No. 10 east
6:05 p. m. with connection from No.

1

west.
7:30 p. m. with connection with No.

2

east

9:45 p. m. with connection from No.
No. 7 west.
11:30 p. m. with connection from
No. 8 east, No. 9 west
Above effective October 1st
D. & R. G. Ry.
Leave 10:15 a. m. for north.
Arrive 3:35 p. m. from north.
New Mexico Central Ry.
Leave 7:30 a."m. connects with No
34 east and 33 south and west
Arrive 8 p. m. with connection from
No. 33 east; No. 34 south and west.
4

east

The New Mexican Prlnttng company has prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of Jus
tices of the peace. They are especialwith printed headings, in
ly ruled,
either Spanish or English, made ol
good record paper, strongly and durably bound, wdth leather back and
covers and canvas sides, hall full
index in front tnd the fees of justices
of the peace and constables printed
in full on the first page. The pages
are 10
inches. These books are
made up in civl and criminal dockets,
separate of 32 pages each, or with
both civil and criminal bound in one
book, 80 pages civil and 320 pages
criminal. To introduce them they are
offered at the following prices
Civil or Criminal
$2.76
Combined Civil and Criminal .. 4.00
For 45 cents additional for a single
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
by mail or prepaid express. Cash In
full must accompany
order. State
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading Is wanted.
A

RELIABLE MEDICINE
NARCOTIC.

NOT

A

Get the genuine Foley's Honey and
Tar in the yellow packages.
It Is
safe and effective. Contains no opiates. Refuse substitutes. Sold by The
Capital Pharmacy.

Leather-bre- e
County Bilgham
in the Mining World reviews the
mining industry in Sierra county as
follows:
Sierra county, New Mexico, is traversed from north to south by three
ranges of mountains, the Black range,
which forms a part of the continental
divide, and the Cuchillo Negro on the!
west of the Rio Grande, and the Sierra
de Ios Caballos on the east of the river. These ranges and their foothills
abound in minerals, and the principal
mining districts lie among them.
These are the Black Range, Hermosa,
Lake Valley, Kingston. Caballos and
Las Animas.
The Black Range district includes
the towns of Chloride, Fairview,
Grafton and Fluorine, and contains a
number of historic mines. At Chloride the T7. S. Treasury Mining Co.
is working a property consisting of
a true fissure vein of 3.000 feet in
length, and, as shown by present development, of 28 feet in width, with
indications along the outcrop of a
width of 60 feet. The average value
of the ore, as shown by assays, is
from $8 to $12 gold, although some
streaks will run much higher. Some
silver and copper also occur in vari
ous portions. A few treatment tests
have shown that 60 per cent of the
values can be saved by straight amal
gamation, and cyanide tests on the
tailings have been very satisfactory.
shaft is down over
A
300 feet, and a level at 10S feet has
been run to connect with the old
Eagle shaft No. 1, which lies 212 feet
to the north. Another level is now being run under the first at 200 feet for
the same purpose, of which 165 feet
is now completed, with an additional
drift to the south of 150 feet. By the
connection of these levels with the
old shaft, a free circulation of air is
assured. The main shaft is operated
by a 40 horse Fairbanks & Morse
Norwalk
steam hoist, while a
compressor supplies power for three
2
inch piston drills. Various types
of reduction plants are now being
examined by the management with
the intention of installing that, best
suited for the ore. as soon as, the
now in progress is comblocking-ou-t
pleted, and the character and quantity
of the ore determined.
At Phillipsburg, some 15 miles north
of Fairview, the Black
Works is remodeling and enlargcyanide plant,
ing the old
and new and improved machinery is
being installed. A new 600 foot,
shaft, is being sunk on
the property, and is now down about
290 feet. It is the intention of the
management to not only run its own
ores, which will average from $10 to
$12 gold, but to do custom work for
2

For Rates and full information address

El

rK

well."

REPRESENTATIVE

Paso & Southwestern Syste
-

ids, Minn.
iirookville,

wo

thousands of voluntary testimonials
are on file in the Pinkham laboratory
at Lynn, Mass., from women who have
been cured from almost every form of
female complaints, inflammation,
fibroid tumors,
irregularities, periodic pains, backache,
indigestion and nervous prostration.
Every suffering woman owes it to herself to give Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound a trial.
If you want special advice write
Mrs. Pinkham, Lynn, Mass., for it.
U is free and always helpful.

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

The Best Route

fM

I

to-da-

ASK FOR TICKETS

81

'f

irw'.Hpymmw

pm

uunnee.ts iu Oolfax with K. P. A 8. W. Ky, train both North andfSouth.
Wtasie 'or Van Hoaten N, M. meets trains at Preston N.IM.
stze loavw Ute Purlc. N. Vf., for KHz ibetlitawu, Jf. M., at 9:00 a. in, dally! except
Sunday'), Kire w.w one way $3.50 round trip; nfty pound Ibatfraie carrtedTree. 'CI
i?. AS trvinli'iv-.Ml!iiM. V. , f.ir tlie soiuli at 11:11 p. m. arrives from the
South at 4:38 a. m,
l
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Rapids, Minn. "I was sick for
years wmie passing
through the Change
of Life and was
hardly able to be
Ir!ii: around.
ikWm
After takf: fL.S,- fAl
fiiiiiiii;:'' ing six bottles of
.Lydia E. Jfmkham s
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AND MINING

Sierra

FOR YEARS

Ulead Up)

1910

STATIONS

19

a in

j

SUFFERING

NEW MEXICO.

OFFICES-RAT- ON

(Head Down

AFTER

MINES

Eddy County.
Chief Justice W. H. Pope has im
posed the following sentences on
persons convicted at Carlsbad, Eddy
John P. WIndowes, four
county:
months in jail, sentence during from
August 17th.
Neal Willie, an old offender and a
negro who has cost the county much
money at different times, having served a term in the penitentiary for kill
ing his wife, but was pardoned after
serving part of his sentence, was given sixty days In jail and fined $300
for carrying a pistol.
Immediately
upon the completion of the jail sen
tence, he is to leave the territory, the
fine being suspended
If he remains
away.
Tobe Long was given one year In
the pen for seduction, or having a
young girl In his possession for immoral purposes.
John Lee, from one to five years in
the pen.
F. C. Greenwood, forgery, eighteen
months to three years in the pen.
Fernando Reyes, from one to two
years in the pen.
Torivio Olguin, three months In Jail.
Juan Sancedo from eighteen months
to two years In the pen.
Cruz Lujan, $50 and costs.
Francisco Carasco, from one year
to eighteen months in the pen.
Jose Angel Madrid, from one to two
years in the pen.
J. L. Gibson, from six months toone year in the pen.
-

Range-Reductio- n

the surrounding properties, thus

re-

low-grad-

low-grad- e

00

e

d

levels at 150, 250, 350, 425
and 500. A new winze is being sunk
excellent
on the 500 showing
ore,
while the upper workings on the Eureka claim, about a mile above the
main shaft, are giving up a large tonore. In this
nage of very
claim the vein Is now exposed to 5
feet In width. The company controls
a water right on the Rio Perche where
it has an electric pump, and has an
unlimited timber supply from its tract
In the Black range.
Lying about a mile to the east of
the Statehood properties is the Wicks
vain, now controlled by the Sigma
ComConstruction & Development
pany. The management is devoting

the constant occurrence throughout
its ores of the amethyst- stain, is
traversed by true fissure veins, in
which occur ore shoots carrying

al

values, some specimens running as high as $3,000 in gold. The
Great Republic group, the largest and
best developed, has just disclosed one
of these shoots 130 feet in length, by
7 feet In width. Two 100 foot shafts
have been sunk and a 200 foot tunnel
run on these properties, opening up
excellent ore. Development work on
the Gold Dollar has opened up ore
assaying $80. On the Gold Reserve,
a shaft 30 feet deep has been sunk
in the bed of Poverty creek, which is
operated by a 30 horse steam hoist
and ore running from $5 to $42 steam
hoist and ore running from $0 to $42
in gold is being extracted. These properties, which have been worked only
in a desultory manner in the past
owing to their great distance from
a shipping point, are now coming into
active operation, owing to the proximity of the new plant, and in all
probability the coming year will see
this
a large gold production from
district.
Lack of water during tne past few
months has necessitated the closing
down of the Grafton mines, hut a renewal of active operations there is
soon to be expected.
Much activity is noticeable at Hermosa. The Ocean Wave Mining Company Is working its lead and silver
property to excellent advantage. The
main shaft is now down over 220 feet
with levels at 100, 130 and 200, which
latter Is now nearly connected with
the old tunnel across the gulch, some
200 feet distant.
Winzes sunk from
this level are showing excellent copThe operating maper indications.
chinery consists of a 120 horse steam

OCTOBER 24, 1910.

MONDAY,

silver, the former having a recorded
production of $14,000,000 and the latter of $7,000,000 in silver days. The
Lake Valley Mines Company, now
controlling the Bridal and Savage
Chambers, the first with a record of
$3,000,000, is now planning to put In a
smelter of about 80 tons dally capacity
e
to reduce the
siliceous ores
now on the old dumps and in the old
slopes to the amount of some 300,000
tons, averaging from 5 to 20 ounces
in silver, and various types of smelter are being Investigated by the
management. The Good Luck Mining
Co., operating the old Dude mine, some
S miles south of Lake
Valley, has opened up some large bodies of
silver ore and some excellent
lead ore. The main shaft is now down
over 300 feet and drifts have been
run on the vein on the-2and 300
foot levels, with excellent results.
The properties of the Caballos or
Pittsburg district are still under deThere is every indication
velopment.
of this district containing large copper and lead deposits and some coal,
and the Southwestern Lead and Coal
Company is actively engaged In extracting lead ores for shipment.
The Las Animas district, which is
recognized as the great gold district
of the county, is now showing considerable activity. This district is characterized by a number of strong true
fissure veins converging upon the
southern slope of Las Animas peak,
volcanic cone rising 1,000 feet from
its base and forming the striking topographical feature of the landscape,
giving Its nane to the district. These
veins carry high values in gold, with
fair percentages of sliver and copper,
and are well defined through their entire lengths, which vary from 4,500 to
13.300 feet. In addition
to these
veins, the rich placer grounds of the
Mesa del Oro, have produced some
$2,000,000 of the $9,000,000 recorded
production of the district.
The largest property of the district,
which includes the old Snake and Opportunity veins, and the placer workings of the Snake gulch, which together have
about $2,500,000, is
that, of the Statehood Mines Company,
and is in active operation now, producing daily some $800 in amalgam
and concentrates, and making regular
shipments of bullion. Its reduction
mill, con- plant consists of a
sidered the best of Its type In the
southwest, operated by electric power converted from crude oil. The
property is covered with buildings,
such as manager's residence, lodging
and boarding nouses, office and store
buildings, machine shops and warehouse, and a newly erected cement
laboratory. At present the Opportunity vein, which once held the world's
record for showing the largest and
most continuous ore body in any fissure vein, has not been put into operation, as the Snake seems capable
of
of supplj'ing unlimited tonnage
over
ores, some running
$400 in free gold. This vein has
been well developed in the past and
its main shaft, operated by an electric hoist, is down 587 feet with
high-grad-

opening and developing the Fluorine
district which lies about 2 miles to
the north, on the edge of Socorro
county.
This Fluorine district, so named for

M.

high-grad-

e

its entire attention to the development of the property and the blocking
out of the ore, and is only extracting
for shipment such ore as is encountered in this work. The old workings
have been temporarily abandoned and
shaft is being
a new
sunk at an incline of about 30 degrees
on the foot wall of the lead, some 700
feet south of the old shaft with a
surface opening about 150 feet below
the latter. This shaft is down 380
feet and will be continued to 500 feet
which will place it on the 650 foot
level of the old shaft, with which it
will be connected by levels at the new
150 and 250 foot levels. A station has
just been made at the new 370 foot
level and a drift of 115 feet north has
opened up some excellent stoplng
ground, while a crosscut run east
about 20 feet shows foutj parallel veins
of an average width of 8 inches. In
addition to the two 12 horse power
gasoline engines operating the hoist
and air compressor, a new and more
powerful one of the same type has
been installed to operate a 35 horse
power motor to generate power for a
new electric pump.
hoist and air compressor which is The Comstock Mining Company,
constantly running three pistol drills. Ltd., now controlling the old Garfield-Butle- r
There is an excellent 20 stamp mill
properties, which have been exof 50 tons daily capacity on the prop- cellent producers In the past, is
the old shaft and cleaning
erty, and four Wilfley tables and two
A 3 stamp Merrill mill is out the old workings preparatory to
slimers.
being installed in addition to treat beginning its new development work,
and gives promise for a practical
the hard quartz ores.
In the lower camp, some 2 miles fur- blocking out of ore anl the future
ther down Las Palomas creek, the erection of a plant to reduce the same.
EI Cliff Mining Company has recently
Probably- the most Interesting deerected a Partridge hot blast smelter, velopment work in the district is that
and intends, besides running its own being done by Hiltscher Brothers on
ores, for which considerable develop- their extensive properties about Animent work is now in progress, to run mas peak, on the southern slope of
e
ores of the old dumps, which they are sinking a shaft which
the
of which there are many thousands is now down 200 feet. A drift to the
of tons left from the old workings, southeast on the 80 foot level about
when only the highest grade ores 300 feet in length, has opened up some
were shipped. Naturally, great Inter- 'excellent ground and developed large
est is felt in this venture, and it is deposits of native copper in amygda-- j
hoped that many of the old properties loid similar to that of the Lake .Sumay be encouraged io reopen and perior district. Another level has
resume active operations,, now that !been run at 100 feet, a crosscut from
they have a ready market for their which has developed a large ore body,
some 30 feet in width, averaging 5
ores.
Little or nothing is now being done per cent In native copper, with some
In the mines of the Lake Valley and portions running higher. Further deKingston districts, once producers of velopment Is being done on their prop- -

low-grad-

.

j
'

erty up the slope, where they control
the old crater, which is some 30 feet
in diameter and filled with basalt pebbles, below which excellent indications
of copper occur. A 300 foot tunnel
has been run into the hill under this
crater, and a prospect shaft to connect with the same is now down in
the crater Itself to a depth of 75 feet.
Crossing the Rio Perche, both banks
of which it controls for some 2,400
feet, and running in a northwesterly
by a southeasterly direction, are the
properties of the Vanadium Queen
Mining Company. This company has
been devoting its attention solely to
prospecting and development work
and has been fortunate enough to conclusively prove that it controls a continuous vein of vana(dium-bearinore
some 3 miles in length, and plans are
now being made for the reduction of
this ore. As the treatment of vanadium ores is of recent metallurgical
study and at present in a process of
development, the management is very
wisely making full investigations of
the subject before erecting any works,
but it is to be expected that some
such establishment will soon be installed somewhere along the Perche,
which affords numerous excellent sites
for such a plant, having inexhaustible
thermal springs, which give a continuous and copious flow of water.
Interest In the old placer ground of
the Mesa del Oro is again being revived as the prospect of the introduction of fhe Quinner machines, so successful in Sonora, Is contemplated.
Everything considered, the mining
prospects of Sierra county for the
coming year are very bright,
and
there is every promise that the future
production of this county in commercial minerals will equal that of its former output in the great silver days.
Mogollon The pipe line of the
Ernestine Mining Company at Mogollon, Socorro county, is completed with
water flowing into the mill by gravity,
being a greater success than was anThe plant started by dropticipated.
ping 30 stamps; work is in full force
in mine and mill. The main adit tunnel will be advanced as fast as possible; the llth level east has encountered some very rich ore; work is
being
pushed in 17 west. A contract has
been let for hauling 50 tons
daily from
the mines of the Treasurer Mining
and Reduction Company to the mill on
Whitewater creek. A crew' is erecting
a transmission line from the
power
plant to the mines and when completed it is said the mill will be started.
Two shifts are at work in the mine,
timbering stopes and preparing for
ore extraction and development.
The
shaft has been timbered to the 500
foot level on the Deadwood Mines and
Mill construction
sinking continues.
Is progressing rapidly, with
dally arrivals of machinery and supplies.
Work has been started on pipe-lne- ,
two
miles in length, to furnish water for
milling and domestic purposes. Lime
kilns are also being constructed. The
contractors started sinking the main
two compartment vertical shaft below
the 630 foot point on the Socorro
Mines. This is probably the most Important work to the district as a whole
of any in progress in camp at the present time, in that it will prove a continuance of the immense vein of good
values from the 6th to the lower levels
to be driven. The regular
g

of the bullion is being made.
On tunnel level, Enterprise mine, a
cross-cu- t
is being run into the foot
wall dyke. The Perseverance shaft is
being
High grade ore
was discovered in performing the annual assessment on the MecKinley
mine. A cross-cu- t
driven east from
the main level on the Leap Year encountered the Malachite vein carrying
good values. The east drift on the
Little Charles continues in excellent
ore. The three boilers at the Cooney
mine are now in shape for use. Grading for the new assay laboratory has
been started.
Jicarilla The
Enterprise .Placer
Company of Jicarilla, Lincoln county,
made a clean-uafter 28 days run,
with very good results. Work Is to be
resumed in a few days.
Cow Springs A vertical commpart-men- t
shaft is being sunk to a depth of
300 feet on the Silver Lake Mining
and Milling Company's
property In
the Cow Springs district, eight miles
west of Whitewater, Grant county.
The shaft is now down 130 feet. At
110 feet, a ledge of silver ore was
struck, assays from specimens of
which went as high as 627 ounces.
The pay streak is from 3 to 16 inches
in width and the ledge is about six
feet. The company owns seven claims,
altogether, and the development is
confined at present to what is known
as the Huilbert property. Two of the
claims, Tiago and the Marion, will
be patented at once. This company
is composed of Arapahoe, Neb., business and professional men.
clean-u-

FURIFYLNG THE BLOOD

THE ONLY PERMANENT CORE
No case of Rheumatism was ever
cured except by a thorough purification of the blood ; just as long as the
blood remains charged, with fermenting uric acid poison, the painful disease will continue.
The pains and
aches of Rheumatism are simply superficial effects of the impurities in
the' circulation, and sometimes may
be temporarily relieved by the application of plasters, liniments, hot
cloths, etc. But the person who trifles
with this dangerous disease by depending on local treatment alone, is
certain to pay for the mistake with
constant suffering later on. S. S. S.
cures Rheumatism in the only way it
is possible to cure the disease. It
goes down into the blood, and removes the uric acid from the circula
tion, so that the nerves, bones, muscles and joints are lubricated and fed
with nouriselements
hing
instead of being
continually irritated and inflamed with the
sharp, uratic

impurity.

When S. S. S.
has cleansed
and purified the
blood, the pains and aches cease, all
inflammation disappears, stiffened
muscles are made pliant, and every
troublesome symptom of Rheumatism
is permanently corrected. Book on
Rheumatism and any medical advice
free to all who write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., Atlanta, Qa

twelfth census

ARIZONA'S

Navajo, thirteenth census 22.818:
twelfth census 14,689; eleventh census 11,673.

census 9.045:
Pinal, thirteenth
twelfth census 7,779; eleventh census
4,151.

Santa Cruz, thirteenth census 6,766;
twelfth census 4,545.
Yavauai. thirteenth census 15.996:
twelfth census 12,799; eleventh census
S,685.

census 7,733;
Yuma, thirteenth
twelfth census 4,145; eleventh census
2,671.

If you want anyramg on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad.

WOODY'S

HACK LINE
From

Leaves Barranca on the
the north bound train and
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than
ay. Good covered hack
teams.

arrival o!
arrives at
any other
and good

Tlaing delists Maik.
Ewy Mng.i
Coxxifortatl.

FARE x,ira

$5.00

We Have Built Up

IS
ty glvmg only the
best grades lor a reasonable price.
Every can of our Paint is reliable. It
is made of the best White Lead end
colors, giving a uniform
coat and spreading easily ahd smoothly without streaks or spots. These
colors will not fade in the sun, and
they cover a large surface. One coat,
of our Paint is as good as two of other
our Paint business

well-groun- d

kinds.

Charles W. Dudrow

M

MEXICO

CENTRAL

EL PASO TEXAS
,$13.40
DATES OF SALE
Oct. 27 to Nov. 5th.

POPULATION IN.
1910 BY COUNTIES.

RETURN LIMIT
Nov. 7th. 1910.

DAYLIGHT TRAINS

sus follows:
Apache county,

census

try

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

Washington, D. C, Oct. 24. Arizona's population by counties in the
eleventh, twelfth and thirteen cen9.196;

eleventh census

3,426;

1,444.

p

thirteenth census,
twelfth census 8,297; eleventh
4,281.

Cochise, thirteenth census 34,591;
twelfth census 9,251; eleventh census
6,938.

Coconino, thirteenth census 8,130;
twelfth census 5,514.
census
16,780;
Gila, thirteenth
twelfth census 4,973; eleventh census,

ESI

2,021.

Graham, thirteenth census 23,5.7;
twelfth census 14,182 ; eleventh cen-

sus

thirteenth

census

3,773;

snm; pels

for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trcuble, and urinary irregularities.
Refus substitutes.
Foley's Kio ' Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vigor.
s

-

EL HASO, TEX.
113.40

9,998.

Mahan,

I

Excursion Rates

..
sus, 5,670.
thirteenth census 34,485;
Maricopa
twelfth census 20,457; eleventh cen-
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THE CAPITAL PHARMACY. -

RHEUMATISM

Dates of Sale
Oct. 27 to Nov. 5th;
,

Return "limit. Not.

7, 1910.

WINTER TOURIST RATES
ON SALE NOW.
ANTA FE ALL THE WA Y

MONDAY,
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posed law, accompanied by a petition this article shall
Agriculture and Conservation.
same election at which shall be posted In three public places
Sec. 8. The initiative and referen-- ,
Introduced by James A. Hall and
Granting divorces;
Section 1. A department of Agri- to the Governor, praying for its enact arately at the
is submitted for rati- therein at least twenty days prior to dum powers reserved to the people by c. M. Compton of Roosevelt County,
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The State Treasurer shall keep a tion, pass any local or special law auSec. 8. Any measure initiated by made prior to the Act of Congress, en- and amendments to the constitution,
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the people and by them enacted, as titled, "An Act to enable the people and to enact or reject the same at the separate account of each fund in bis thorizing:
following report:
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ent term, or two years and a half af--, and Join stock companies
having when it is recalled that a few days r 'approval of this act Such election
its occurrence. The trouble arose nowers and nrivileees not possessed fore the Democrats voted to pay the for delegates shall be held and conMINOR GITY TOPICS
over the ownership of about thirty by individuals or partnerships, and freight on one hundred copies of the ducted, the returns made, and the cerfence posts, w hich Sim Cawley claim-- : t0 exclude municipal corporations." j proceedings of the Oklahoma conven- tificates of persons elected to such
ed belonged to the Red River Cattle
The se,.onti week Gf the constitution-- tion. Arizonans are fortunate in that convention issued, as nearly as may
Company, of w hich he was foreman, al convention ended with a session of j the present occupant of the White be, in the same manner as is prescribe
Colo..
Oct. 21.
Denver.
S and which James Gillispie also claim- a little more tnan an j,0ur and
possesses the courage of his ed by the laws of said Territory regThe forecast is fair weather to-- V ed
some of the mem- - convictions."
Tucson Citizen,
after
the
and
clerks
11 Y
ulating elections therein of members
night and Tuesday with station- bers made a rush for the office of the
o fthe legislature existing at the time
S
ary temperature.
CORPORRATION FILE
lot the last election of said members
ior ineir wees s pay.
MAY DRAW
secretary
JUDGES
CONCORD
IS DRASTIC.
One of the measures introduced
SALARY AS DELEGATES. jof the legislature; and the provisions
Oh You Jov Riders see Hank and
was by Mr. Jones of Maricopa providTOKAYS
of said laws in all respects, including
Lank take their ride tonight at the
From
of
state officers,
Page One.)
(Continued
ing for the election
The following
CORNICHON'S
correspondence is !the qualifications of electors and reg
Elks'. A big laugh.
i
,Ln
istration, are hereby made applicable
lu c ' '
Good Home Cooking at the Coffee holders of all corporations shall be in- 'offices as follows: Governor, lieutenant
BLACK MALOVIS
New
to the election herein provided for;
of
Mexico,
The
Secretary
avenues.
Kitchen, Lincoln and Palace
dividually liable for all labor Per" governor, secretary of state, state
and said convention, when so called
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Please order in advance. Phone Black formed for such corporation.
general
treasurer, auditor, attorney
to
letter of to order and organized, shall be the
152. I. M. Astler.
"Section 12. The directors or trus superintendent of instruction, chief! Sir: Referring and your
to
sole Judge of the election and qualifiOctober
1910,
departmental
11,
court
Raton
Postal
Bank
Get
Will
Raton
,
tees of corporations shall be Jointly justice and clerk of the supreme
is the first and only city for the time and severally liable to the creditors and board of corporation commission- - telegrams of October 15th and l,tb, cations of its own members.
"Sec. 17. That the sum of one hunthere is enclosed for your information
s
being in New Mexico that will be giv and stockholders for al moneys
consisting of three members.
of an opinion of dred thousand dollars, or so much
a
and
copy
the
en a postal bank.
will
guidance
The
permit
zelzzled or misappropriated by the
proposition
1., thereof as may be necessary, i s hereby
Train Late Santa Fe train No. 10 officers of such corporation during legislature to abolish the office of tie comptroller dated Octobet
FRUITS, VEGETABLES,
an
was
over
west
and
from
the south
appropriated, out of any money in the
HOME DRESSED POULTRY.
of office of such director clerk of the supreme court and lodge i c,,).
term
the
of state..
hour late this afternoon although retreasury not otherwise appropriated,
the
bis
Very
respectfully,
secretary
with
duties
tmofPB
o.
H
A
RALLINGER.
R
tn
he
elected
on
at
by
for defraying all and every Kind and
time
nrp
Laniy.
ported
SO. 4.
.
NO. 1.
.
.
F. ANDREWS
"Section 13. Monopo.es and trusts
officers wiU be
A Two Dollar Weathered Oak Chair
character of expense incident to the
Secretary.
... It iK nronosed
tVlQ
nro
rvt
Q
cents is the unusual shall never be allowed in this state,
r
for ninety-eigh- t
r
ism
elections and convention provided for
cohnrrrjiin lminf nffprpd hv the Smita. and no incorporated company,
to make county recorders clerks ofjThe Honorable,
in this act; that is, the payment of the
-.w
iFe Hardware & Supply Company in partnership or association of persons nie ui&Liici luuh.
i ne secretary oi we
expenses of holding the election for
their advertisement today. Read the in this state shall directly or indi- long list of appointive officers, nine ln- I have your submission of Oc- members of the constitutional' convenSir:
ad now.
rectly combine or make any contrast spectors, superintendent of charities, tober 15, 1910, of a communication of tion and the election for the ratificaat Elks' with any incorporated company, for- etc. The legislature is empowered to the secretary of New Mexico asking tion of the constitution, at the same
Big Change in Program
tonight. All subjects good ones. The eign or domestic, through their stock- provide for assistants for them.
whether, in view of Section 1763 of rates that are fair for similar services
IF YOU WANT THE
Attack on the Mill, The Pony Express holders or the trustees or assigns of
There is a clause against nepotism; the Revised Statutes of the United under the territorial laws, and for the
Rider; The Great Secret, and Hank such stockholders, or with any co- a first cousin of an officer is disquali States, two delegates to the constitu- payment of the mileage for and saland Lank goes Joy Riding. Prices 10 partnership or association of persons, fied for becoming his assistant.
Hot
for the proposed aries of members of the constitutional
tional convention
Mr Webb introduced a proposition
and 15 cents.
or in any manner whatever to fix the
who are justices convention at the same rates that are
New
of
state
Mexico,
a
rail
of
cTeation
one
of
The Attack on the Mill is
prices, limit the production, or regu- providing for the
court, will paid to members of the said territorial
territorial
of
supreme
the
OBTAINABLE IN THE CITT
Edison"s biggest dramas, taken from late the transportation of any product way commission by the legislature
the same legislature under national law, and for
to
be
entitled
compensation
war,
the Franco-Prussiaadapted or commodity, so as to prevent com- whiVh chnll determine whether the
to other members.
the payment of all proper and necesas
elected
or
paid
be
shal
members
from the story by Emile Zola. See It
appointed
in such prices, production, or
Statutes
Revised
petition
ot
the
1763
Section
linv
is
sary expenses, officers, clerks, and
board
of
the
at the Elks' and it's good.
or to establish exces- The membership
act
the
transportation,
amended
as
by
considered
is
messengers therof, and printing and
Secto five.
Forest Ranger Examination
sive nrices therefore. The legislature ited
which
a
205),
Stat.,
j
(28
introduced
other expenses incident thereto: Pro0f July 31, 1S94,
Mr. Lynch of Graham
retary Parsons of the local civil serv- shall pass laws for the enforcement
vided, That any expense incurred in
ice board is conducting an examination of this section by adequate penalties, proposition providing for a judiciary provides as follows:
office
court
an
the
holds
who
a
excess of said sum of one hundred
for
supreme
person
of
providing
"j0
under civil service for the position
Where Only Groote's Dutch
and in the case of incorporated com- system,
court
a
and
annual
or
thousand dollars shall be paid by said
members
superior
compensation
of
three
saiary
forest ranger. The exam is being panies, if necessary for that purpose.
manner of the California j tacne(j t.0 which amounts to the sum atnte The said money shall be ex
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neei the service we
YOU in the matter of
good clothes. It's a service
nobody else can render 700;
because nobody else has
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you want than you do. Ba
we do kiow something about
styles, and bast fabrics; and
we can tell if a suit or overcoat looks right on you; fits
properlv; is bacamingto you.

clothes in this lown, and we
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clothing store.
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customers get exactly what
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the weave, the model that
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case. We'll try not to think
we know more about what
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It's just as much to our interest as to yaurs to get you
into the right thing. We
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when w 5 knaw we've got the
best clothes made.
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